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Math book sparks controversy
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= his statement was insufficient

By Julie Yamorsky

and demanded to speak to math
department
Chair Richard Vrem.
Vrem said he hadn’t read the

Complaints about racist and
sexist stereo

3

book and didn’t know what action he would take but, hedidn’t

in a contem-

porary mathematics book
prompted students to protest
“institutionalized racism” in a
math 103 class yesterday.
Thequestion which caused the
response was a statistical problem about a telephone survey
taken in Mississippi. It stated a
poll was taken to determine the
popularity of a program aimed
at black audiences.
The answer in the back of the
book states the data were inaccurate because “black households are poorer on the average
than white households and so
are more likely to lack a telephone.” Theanswerdidn’t mention any other reasons which
might contribute to the inaccu-

want to “usurp a professor's responsibility in the classroom and
tell him how to teach a class.”
“The answer could have had

more specificity than it did,”
Vrem said. “The answers in the
back could have had a little more
documentation. This is some-

thing I think the math depart-

j ment is going to have to think
carefully about.”
Vrem said books are usually
selected by professors and are
used for at least a year. He said
this math book has been used for
more than four years without
complaint.
After Vrem left his office, the
13 students were asked to leave
by a University Police Department officer.
Political science senior Kellie
Johnson said, “Theanswer isnot

rate statistic.

“The book basically says
blacks are too poor to own telephones, but we can own televisions,” Ilana Kaufman, sociology junior, said.

ee

As part of the protest, students
not enrolled in the class brought

signs demanding control of the

curriculm and passed around
flyers stating “Racism and Sexism = Math 103.”
Kaufman hopes that by car-

rying telephones, passing
around a petition to the authors

of the book and bringing attention to the issue will “show that
we're offended and upset.”

fensive is ridiculous,” Kaufman
said. “People will hear that black
people are too poor to own telephones and the uneducated, the
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is biased and the answer is racow”
ist .
Kaufman said she is consider-

ing talking to the AcademicSen-

ate, Affirmative Action and set-

naive will take this in.”
Professor Elmo Moore announced to the class that the in-

show harmful effects.”
Although Moore agreed to
make the statementinclass
about
the racist and sexist complaints

ting up a demonstration on the
Quad. She plans to prepare a list
of offensive sections in the book
for the math department to reiew
and volunteered to read other

show how statistics are used to

nying the text, 13 students felt

See Book, page 4

tent of the question was to explain and point out bias and “to

?

factual. The question does not
point out the bias. The question

Sociology junior Ilana Kaufman, right, and Sheku Karo express concern over portions ofamath
text book they consider sexist and racist. Math Professor Elmo Moore said during class he
“appreciates” student Input on this book, and all books.
“For the reviewer of this book
not to recognize that this is of-

|

in the book and films accompa-

Humboldt not immune to HIV

Students attempt to eliminate ignorance

LUMBERJACK STAFF

said is neither gay nor a drug user.

HIV and I thought that this would be an
exciting way to get the information out.”

to clear up misconceptions,

became involved with the group upon its

The three goals of the educators are:

When her father tested

HIV, Shellye Howard began

positive for

her crusade

to educate those around her and to show

“that people with HIV are not freaks,
they’re human beings.”
Upon her
move
from
Valencia, Calif.,
Howard, a social
work sophomore,
recruited
nine students to form the
‘AIDS/HIV Peer
Education
Pro-

am.
The program isa
branch of the Peer
Resource Center,
which Howard is coordinator of. Its goal
is to battle the ignorance and irrational
fears associated with HIV and AIDS.
“We found that there were a lot of
students on campus who still weren’t
accurate information,” Howard
receiving
we could present some lifefelt
“We
said.
saving behavior modifications.”
oward hopes to convey her message that HIV “ts scary” but aviodable.
Most of her knowledge was collected

introduce

behavior modifications and elevate care
and compassion for friends with HIV and
AIDS.
Their mission has taken them from
McKinleyville High School
to workshops
and English
100 classes
at HSU.
“(The community) has been very supportive,” Howard said. “Obviously any
eae like this can be very controversial.

“There’s still a little bit of the mentality that this isn’t going to —_— to me,
that this doesn’t happen in Humboldt
County,” she said.

Humboldt County statistics

This isn’t a
metropolitan center,
but Humboldt is not immune to HIV and
AIDS. Seven hundred to 1,250 people
have been diagnosed with HIV in the
county
since the discovery
of the virus.
There are currently 90
osed cases
of “full-blown” AIDS in the county with
over 40 related deaths, Peer Education
Director Emily Butchers said.
“I saw a need,” said Butchers,a social work sophomore,of her involvement.
“I saw that our community
was scared of

Jeff Arends,a

wildlife sophomore,

inception last fall.
His simple interest in the subject grew

to concern and respect for those who had
contracted AIDS or tested positive for
HIV after hearing an anonymous HIV-

positive speaker talk to educator trainees
during initial training.
he speaker was kept anonymous
because of the fear that might surround
them in the community,” Arends said.
“The fact that someone with HIV could
actually give a lecture and be confident

along with the fact that they had to keep
their identity a secret showed me the
need for education.”
Howard hopes
that stereotypes and
fears canslowly be eliminated through a
rippling effect, that one person to
by an educator will turn around and reflect the information on a friend or acntance.
“It’s going to take a while,” she said.
Presentations made interesting
Through a light presentation which
consists of role-playing, statistics and
good advice, educators Arends, Howard
and Butchers find the greatest rewards—

working with people.
“It’s fun to go out and do a condom
demo and see the audience reaction,”
Howard said of rolling a condom over
two fingers of anaudience member. “This
doesn’t have to be a serious presentation,
we're trying to bring some fun into it.
We’re talking about sex.”
The goal is education, to leave an
audience more aware, less anxious and
with good advice, and that, the educators
take very seriously.
importance of education

“People with AIDS are people too,”

said educator Sandy Neumann, a
psycology junior. “They deserve the
same respect and care and love that you
would give anyone else.”

“The most important thing I can say

to the student body is to wake up,”
Howard said. “It can happen to you, so
educate yourself.”

The group offers information to any-

one who desires any education on the

subject from workshops such as “Sex in
the ‘90s” held Feb. 20 to individuals who
desire one-to-one information. In addition, they hope to “get into as many classrooms as we can,” Howard said.

The center is located in Nelson Hall
West 128.

setae dass

first hand through her father whom she

By Christopher Gast
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s misconceptions
Lumberjack article cretoate
talk to,” said speech commu- program.

A

Water:

The article said the PRC wasa

lace where students could “go

:

for counseling services despite

budget cuts.” In fact, students

Anarticleonthenewlyestab-

must go to the Counseling Cen_ ter for counseling. The PRC has
_a different role.
The center has four components: Peer Communication,
Substance Abuse Resource Center, HIV/AIDS education and
No Means No.
The peer communication facet
of the PRC was unclearly de_ scribed in the Feb. 24 article. It is
not a counseling center. It’s a
_ place where students can goand
Coe someone listen to them.
“Students here for their first
year don’t always have anyone

lished Peer Resource Center in
the Feb. 24issueofTheLumberjack may have caused readersto
think it will replace the Counseling Center.
Social work sophomore
Shellye Howard, coordinatorof
the PRC, said that’snotthecase.
“Those cuts (to the Counseling Center) aredevastating cuts
that can’t be replaced by students,” Howard said.
commuHoward said “
the PRC are
nicators” who staf
“skilled communicators” whose
motto is “you talk, we'lllisten.”

Bay Coffee Company

Humboldt

you’ll love our wide
selection of gourmet and

We roast it ourselves,

le
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Wilcoxen, director of PeerCom-

munication for the center.

The 20 peer communicators

fornia Association of Peer Pro-

grams.

Butchers, director of the PRC's

Peer HIV/AIDS education

has
gram, said the program

}
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Worship
Sune

pro-

three

s: Alleviate misconceptions

about the disease, present behavior modification information

and elevate care and compas-

CAPPisanon-profitumbrella _ sion for friends living with HIV

groupoverseen by school-based
professionals, according to facAnn Diver-Stamnes,
ulty adviser
an assistant professor of teacher

preparation.
The Substance Abuse

and AIDS.
The PRC also includes the No
which seeks
Means No program,
to “prevent

sexual

violence

Re-

through classroom presentations
according
and

informational and educational
program.
people out
“We can’t counsel

Contrary to the Feb. 24 article,
there is no walk-in service. Stuto the PRC in
dents must

ies junior Laura Schlotzhauer,
director of the substance abuse

noon and 4 p.m. to make an appointment.

source Center of the PRC isan

of a problem,” said li

stud-

and Schlotzhauer.

to

Nelson Hall

West 128 between
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by the Cali-

ams administered

sexist content.
Anthropology
Laura
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practical ex-

passed written and

Emily
Social work sophomore

organic coffees.
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Monica

junior

If you like coffee,

¥
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822-0367

Services

10:45 -

(Sunday school - all ages - 9:30 am)

Evening Praise Service 6 pm —
Solid Rock (college) Fellowship
7:30 pm Thursdays!

Legislative Affairs.
¢College Council Rep-

op
senior

Diehl agrees the book

isracist and sexist. “When I
handed in my homework

SUR Ue Eaten

Dorm

SUmAheigesitesistssi33

council holds

on Friday I wrote next to

lip-sync

my answer: ‘this question
is blatantly racist.’”
Another example of implied racism according to
the group was a portion in

Mock Rock 93, a a
contest organized by
the Canyon
Hall Council, will take place Saturday at 8 p.m.

the

bo k using

black and

white beads to represent a
population, the black beads
signifying the unemployed.
Math 103isa team-taught
class rotated among four
professors. Vrem plans to
meet with the group of professors and “decide what
the right course of action
would be.”

contest

The annual contest will fea-

ture as many as 30 groups
performing on the bottom floes of
the Jolly Giant Commons.
The
first place group will win
a $150 gift certificate to the Bay
Shore Mall, second place gets a

$100 gift certificate and third
place gets one worth $50.
Admission is 10 cents.

- Heather Boling

resentatives for Behavioral & Social Sciences, Humanities,
Natural Resources &
Sciences, Arts & Humanities, Professional
Studies and Undeclared.

“What A Great Experience!”
Learning the Language.
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a multi-million

dollar gift,”

vice

presidents discussing their ideas
for the future.
Thirty-four people attended
the panel meeting in the Kate
Buchanan Room.
It was the first of three panel
discussions for the Library/
Media Services.

an

Christensen said.
Despite the importance of the
Library, budget cuts are still be-

Rena Fowler, the university

librarian, organized the panel
discussions, and felt the first one
went very well. “I was pleased
with the
group who came. We
learned a lot from the vice presidents.”
Buzz Webb, vice president for
studentaffairs,
the Library

ing made, Fowler said. “We will

be cutting some of the funding,
which means we'll be buying
fewer books for next year.”

Vice President for Academic
Affairs Manuel Esteban agrees
that the Library is an important
partofcampus.
.
“Everyonerealizes the Library
is the core, the center of the uni-

is the heart of the University.

“I'm very proud of the Library,” he said during the panel
discussion. “It’s a comfortable,

ANNA
Edward
ban
and
Manuel Este

ts ,
Don Christensen
Vice Presiden

left,

versity, but it is still being cut.”

There will be two more panel

MOORE/

“Buzz” Webb

THE LUMBI

Library's future. “The Library Is the focal point of where we are as an institution,” Christensen said.

discussions. The next one will
be on Monday, March 15 at 9

“We have to try toavoidmakingcutsontheLibrary,” Esteban

a.m. in Goodwin Forum, with

said.

Frozen Yogurt

$5 Off any

(With Coupon)

thedeansdiscussing their vision
of the future. The last one is to be
on Tuesday, March 16, also at 9
a.m. in Goodwin Forum.

( over
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discuss the

Cuts
Start at
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Sta
Rint

used.”

of the Library
The possi
getting named also was brought
up. Don Christensen, vice president for development and administrative services, said that
“maybe someday we'll get a $3
million or $4 million gift from
someone to name the Library.”
There have been indications
that Nordstrom’s Department
Store might make a donation to
the school. “We hope we'll have

To help guide it through the
next few years, the Library held
an open panel discussion yesterday with the three HSU

that certainl

ie

beautiful and accessible place ©

By Eric Souza

~~

Panelists circulate ideas on library's future

'
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NORTHTOWN
BOOKS
\/ Sharon Doubiago, poet,
| Barry Lopez to Alice

@ Areview committee has been
established to study the program and
look into forming a master’s program.

Walker to

Gloria Steinem, will be reading
from her new book, SOUTH

AMERICA MI HWA, at
Northtown Books on

Thursday, March 11th, at 8
p.m.
With her 15 year old
daughter, the author
journeyed through Colombia,
cuador and Peru. In Cuzco,
standing before an altar where
the Incas had sacrificed
* female virgins, the daughter
asked, “Are there any good
men?” The book-legnth poem
SOUTH AMERICA MI HIJA is
Doubiago’s reply.
Sharon's other books
include: PSYCHE DRIVES
THE COAST, POEMS
1975-1987; THE BOOK OF
SEEING WITH ONE'S OWN
EYES, and EL NINO, both
collections of short stories. All

will be available.

BLANK BOOKS * CARDS
CALENDARS 1/2 PRICE

U

will be,” Di Costanzo said.
These hypothetical conse-

Art students wishing to pursue a master’s d
at HSU
will be unable todoso foratleast
a year and perhaps longer.
The Feb. 12 decision not to
art department's graduate program for a year was brought
about by “certain philosophical
differences” regarding the importance of the graduate program, according to department
faculty.
:
“We didn’t get rid of it (the
graduate program), we just suspended it for a year,” said art
department
Chair
James

_ However, according to Di

and thatnebulousterm,thequality of the

the structure of the way re-

Costanzo, HSU’s “severe financial situation” and “changes in

But recent budget cuts in the
art department have been about
averagein comparison tothe rest

of the school’s cuts, he added.
Di Costanzo said he was not
sure at this —

i

which

while
nebulous,

is

year would affect the art
department's funding.

Crawford said the decision to
suspend the program “was more

sion because the number of students (in it) had decreased.”

Currently eight of the art
s

view.”
myStudent
input

PTOgTAM iS

always
welcome,

committee

themare
ofgraduat-

Di

year.

COSTANZO

§— ONY have

mms
sources are earned and distributed” are part of the reason for

have anything they want to say
(about it), they are welcome to
communicate with me or the

the program’s review.
‘Next year, under new state
funding formulas, the university faces a 7.5 percent decrease

meetings are always open,” he

from this year’s budget amount,

the faculty

the graduate program,”
Costanzo estimated.

12 to 15 students at any given

Di Costanzo said.
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Di

But, Di Costanzo added, it has
“always beena small, high-quality program, with a maximum of

See Art, page 7

9

said. The graduate review com-

two stuin
dents

Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller:
the perfect Macintosh system to fit your budget.

insite

next
We’ ll

probably

Chairman of graduate review committee

committee. And

The review committee was
formed to study the program

cate,

ing
CHARLES

Di Costanzo said.
“Ifthereare any studentswho

in the future, said art Professor

pro-

gram, and

re-

master’s

master’s program to be offered

the gradu-

ate

the entire art department.

garding the

"possible new formations of a

enrolled in

“,,,the graduate program is:

advantageous program to
|

stu-

351

dents are

avery useful and

tremely imin.
portant

nt deci-

of an internal d

.

ex.

how suspend-

ing the graduate program for a

program,

Crawford. “We felt that the program wasn’ta viable program in
its present form.”
In the meantime a graduate
review committee will look into

and

ties the school is having right
now,” Crawford said.

quences, he explained, will be
studied “as regards to resource
generation, curriculum impact,

accept any applications into the

coordinator
chair.

committee’s report.

the options and, as near as we gram for a year was “not necescan tell, what the consequences _ sarily tied to the budget difficul-

Charles Di Costanzo, graduate

Featuring NEW, LOCAL
UNUSUAL BOOKS
957 H St. * Arcata

existence will be made after the
art faculty receives the

and “presenttheartfaculty with © Suspendingthegraduatepro-

By Auriana Koutnik

traveller and eco-feminist,
whose admirers range from

mittee meets as needed.
Crawford said adecisioncon‘s
cerning the graduate pro
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‘Art
© Continued from page 6

we'll get the funding to make

time.”

it is.”
“We used to have a visitin
artist program that woul
supplement our teaching by
bringing in a different point
of view to enhance the
rofessor’s point of view,”
ce said.

art department. It significantly enhances undergradu-

Linda Wilicut, supervisor of Blood Mobile Operations,
prepares to draw blood from Tom Harned,
one of nearly 40
volunteers at Thursday's Red Cross blood drive. “We've had
a really good day,” Wilicut said.

ate instruction,” Di Costanzo

said.
Price said he doesn’t see
the current program as being

successful, “and Idon’t think
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&
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«Some

program. The students were
really dependent on just our
staff here.”
Price said the HSU art department was not offering

what he believed was a really

sound program for students
wishing to work as professionals.

“Most of the students that
have completed our M.A. program go on to apply for a
master of fine arts degree,” he
said.

“It seemed we were pre-

paratory. Why not call it by

graduates

M.F.A. program. The program
had turned intoan M.F.A. prewhat it really is?” Price said.
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“Why not just concentrate

on the undergraduate students so they can get into really good (graduate) programs?” he said.
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very useful and advantageous program to the entire
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AOLI

SP

One event leading to the
suspension of the
uate
ro
was art
essor
e Price’s proposal to the
faculty last semester to withdraw the area of painting
from the program.
Price said he thinks it was
his proposal to withdraw
painting from graduate studies,
as well as the philosophical differences, that spurred
the program’s suspension.
Costanzo agreed there
are different “philosophical
ideas” among faculty members about the role and importance of the graduate program.
“Some people feel that the
master’s program enhances
the undergraduate program
by providing role models.
Another group in the faculty
feels that we should put our
energy into the undergraduate program,” he said.
“My personal view is that
the graduate program is a

ita much better program than.

Well Drinks ¢ $1.50
75¢ off food items of

utilitr

Laundry
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plans
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Open 6 nights a week
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H
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Arcata
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Kitchen serving until 11p.m.

All ages welcome

826-0860
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Budget committee, Academic Senate
propose 7.5 percent in monetary cuts
left from last year’s reductions,

By Christopher
Gast

$4.5

(UMBERJACK
STAFF
~~

University departments may

be forced to deal with a 7.5 percent cut in funding next fall.
A recommendation to HSU
President Alistair McCrone for
such cuts was proposed by the
Resources Planning and Budget

Committee.
Academic

Senate has voted

unanimously, with eight abstentions, to support the recommen-

T-Shirts

« Sweatshirts

« Sweat

I GRthy Seem haces
eScreen Printing
7

eyes

mately $3.5 million cut.
opment

UPD

Ordering

i
Clips

The Outlet
990 “I” St.
(corner of 10th & I St.)
Arcata

|

struction,

upon which
the university
is based.
“We don’t

would

fice

split the re$1

haveany obvious or inessential programs

millionin cuts.
“Under the
stances, I feel that it was the best
recommendation the committee

could make,”

which

took the brunt
of cuts last
year, and in-

president's of-

circum-

|

vices,

Administrative Services,
Student Affairs and the

number of abstentions was due

The resolution is an effort to
cope with an additional $3.1 million in cuts in state funding
which, along with $1.4 million

Devel-

and

maining

to concern over lack of figures
and completeness of the recommendation.

Pants

hardest, absorbing an approxi-

Michael
ate
Chair
dation,said sen

Goodman.
He said the unusually high

H.S.U. Wear

add up to ew
million for HSU.
be hit
ic
irs would
Affaem
Acad

last year, the committee found it
difficult to distribute the slash in
funding evenly throughout the
campus.
It was the priority of the committee to protect student ser-

said Carolyn

Mueller, executive assistant to

the president and chair pro tem
of the URPBC.
Mueller said with cuts made

on this campus anymore,”
Mueller said.
McCrone will take the
URPBC’s resolution into consideration when he makes the final
proposal to CSU Chancellor
Barry Munitz later this month.

@ A man exposed himself to a woman Feb. 9 near the racquetball
courts, according to a late report made Feb. 23.

Sgt. James Walker said the incident appeared related to another

event which occurred Jan. 3 at the Field House. Walker said both

women described the man as a 5- foot-9-inch Caucasian with dark

brown hair in his 20s.

@ A “bong,” a device commonly used for smoking illegal sub-

stances including marijuana, was confiscated from Cypress Hall by

University Police Department officers. Although 11 people were in
the room, no one claimed ownership of it, according to police.
- Peter Finegan
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(COMMUNITY

Community gathers to heal Wiyot wounds
nity members and performances by the
HSU Student Drum.
“The vigl was powerful,” Arcata resident Randall Morris said. “It is very nec-

@ A vigil was held to
remember the 1860
Wiyot massacre.

essary for everyone
to make connections,

to connect with history and the realization of responsibility.”
Wiyot Indian Bud Angell, a veterans’
outreach counselor at HSU, was moved
by the ceremony and described his

By Dioscoro R. Recio
TUMBERJACK STAFF

As the sun set in the background Saturday, 150candles shone at the Woodley
Island Marina in Eureka to acknowledge
the 1860 massacre of more than 60 Wiyot
Indians on neighboring Indian Island.
“When people die, you mourn. But

thoughtsasaninner
feeling thatreminded

him of his roots.
“Thave learned to live in both worlds,”
Angell said.

“Modern society hasn’t succeeded in

assimilating me, but to survive, it’s a
matter of maintaining a balance in both
worlds.”

when people die needlessly, you cry,”
said Wiyot Indian or Seidner, who

works as an HSU Extended Opportuni-

The Wiyot tribe laid claim to a large
part of Humboldt County before settlers

ties Program counselor.

“We're not here to make Eurekans feel
guilty. We want people to come. It will
probably take a load off of their heart,”
said Seidner’s sister, Leona Wilkinson.
“We're here to share and help people to
understand.”
Seidner called the vigil essential in order for everyone in the community to
share in the healing process.
She said before people can move forward, it is important to understand the

arrived.

Wiyot territory extended north to Little
River near Muonstone Beach andsouth
to Bear River near the Mattole River and

covered the inland areas of Blue Lake,
Kneeland and Scotia.
Seidner said she would ultimately like
for Eureka to give the island back to the
Wiyot people but would realistically
settle for the town to acknowledge the

past.

Tuluwat (Indian Island) was the center
of the earth according to the Wiyots.
They used the island for spiritual and
decision-making ceremonies. Seidner
said it was the Wiyot equivalentto Washington, D.C.
It was 4 a.m. on Feb. 26, 1860, when the

Wiyots finished an evening of celebration.

The traditional ceremony ended, as
singers and dancers fell asleep, when
unidentified white assailants wielding
hatchets and axes murdered the Wiyots
reason.
for no apparentjunior
editor of the North-

Bret

ROBERT SCHEER/PHOTO EDITOR

Corey Gray, HSU physics sophomore and member of the Siksika Nation, leads
at Saturday's: gathering.

the HSU Student Drum in a warm-up song

Flarte,

iar with the tragedy.”

He was later forced to leave town for _ stand the crime.”

perin Union(now

ern Californian ne

massacre by changing the island’s name
or establish a memorial.
Eureka Mayor Nancy Flemming, who
did not attend the ceremony because of a
Coast Guard and Navy awards banquet,
owns property on the island.
“The ceremony is a touching resemblance of man’s inhumanity to fellow
man ,” Flemming said. “It is something
we need to overcome in history.”
“I think my culture needs to be more
informed about the history of Native
Americans,” said HSU liberal studies
junior Melinda Deschryver , a particiin the
a
= Si
ignovigil.
ieee t felt

The two-hour candlelight ceremony
Arcata), wrote an editorial after he wit- _ fear of his life.
of poetry readings bySeidner,
consisted
_
hatred,”
the
understand
“1 do not
nessed canoes loaded with dead bodies
by tribal and commuofferings
prayer
_
Seidner said in a poem. “Ido not underheading for Mad River.

Deschryver said she would like to tell
the story of Native Americans and hopes
_to become a school teacher someday.

s
,

Bret Harte/ Outcast of Uniontown
tection like sheep, they were
at Union, a more shocking and
sible, the Californian’s main
headline stated, “INDISCRIMI- _ revolting spectacle never was __ struck down by hatchets.”
Soon after the article was
exhibited to the eyes of a ChrisNATE MASSACRE OF INDIinted Harte left town, McClary
le.
civilized
and
ANS; WOMEN AND CHIL- | tian
er,

@ After publishing his account of the
1860 Wiyot Indian massacre, writer Bret
During

By Dicscoro R. Reclo

Before Bret Harte made national history writing about the
Western frontier, he engraved a
precedent in local history.

Harte, an acclaimed

known as Union a . vane y
was

the

sences, Feb. 27, 1860, sigs a
essed canoes carrying dead
bodies from the massacre toa
a site — ~~ —
e morning

after

the

Wiyot

frontier Indians held a traditional cer-

novelist, ogee his writing cawhen Arcata was
reer in 1860,
Northern

a
ee
an
(Tuluwat

rep

reka, ago
e

wie

ae
nEu-

ioral
ets an

ie adie more than 60
Californian.
Indians for no apparent reason.
_
rtesecured
Attheageof20,Ha

asa
sition at the news
—
juekee editor.
His duties included editing

nt.and preparing pages for
tnt
. Harte, whose most famous

ren

BUTCHone of Whipple's ab-

Editor's indignation
“He (Harte) was incensed,”

ERED.”

ac—
count was
circumstan= wy =
Clare

e

“He

dida

dabl
COMMCENGADIEC
th
thi
there
...
ng
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killing was
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Keren

who were willing
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“parties unu

e

words left
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editor’s indignation.

wroteinthe
his.
yjesorendedig
i
Californian,
_torian. ia

people

In the largest type face pos)

© “Whenthebodieswerelanded

was often in San Francisco.

Indian

their skulls crushed with axes.

women, ___ Itwasreported hecarried two
wrinkled __ pistols at his side for fear of be-

+
and
crepit, lay
weltering in
—
a
rains

bas-

hed out and

d wh oe d
eir
wi

ae

gray

air.

“Infants
saoeee —_

ing lynched.
Harte's i
—

mendable

back, he ae a oom
thing,” said

dian Cherry! Seidner.

Wiyot

In-

pues
I Sa
many people ou
weren

rad ~~ wee —- - tell
e Indian story,”she said.

Harte’s integrity has inspired
ent.
pwr ao
—

ong, w
their faces
cloven with

his fearlessness
use of
F
gutsy decision making, we
and
deci ed tonamethedepartment

wounds ... no resistance was
made, it is said, to the butchers

left Humboldt County. One of
his last works, “Three Vaga-

’
CHERRYL SEIDNER
Wiyot Indian

“Little children and old women
were mer-cilessly stabbed and

the area.”

out there

to tell the
story “

“After all, he had established
lished work is “Poker Fiat,”
ties with the Indians in
friendly
_
und himself makingdecisions

as hiseditor,Col.S.G. Whipple,

ae

eae

DREN

Harte was run out of town.

conoued
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Werevsenmirian
”
cheales
after he
writing
s
i
h
influence
to
with
stly

| who did the work, but as they

ranorhuddled together for pro-

bonds of Trinidad,” is almost a

document of the massacre.
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Heroin

e Task force seeks solution to fix

e city’s growing drug problem

@ Officials look into methadone as an
alternative treatment to heroin addiction.
aa

Oy in

ity
Methadone, a substitute for
heroin, may be Eureka’s solution to its growing addiction to
the drug.
The County Alcohol and Drug
Advisory Board, a task force of
the County Mental Health department in Eureka, released a
report late last year encouraging
the start of a methadone program in Humboldt County.
Humboldt County
Mental
Health Director Joe Krzesni said

he has heard from two independent providersinterested
in starting a program in the county.
The County Alcohol and Drug
Advisory Board’s report, presented to the Humboldt County
Board of Supervisors, stated in

ces of heroin seem to

ve dropped
and theavailabilof the drug is increasingin
umboldt County.

at
to the report, “Anecdotal and statistical reports
show arapidly increasing number of local heroin addicts. The
current treatment system in

Humboldt County is neither
enough or specificenough
to deal with theincreasing
population of opiate addicts.” According to administrators
at the Drug Enforcement Task
Force in Eureka, heroin seizures
more than doubled in 1992. The
task force seized 130
s of

tar heroin in 1991. In 1992 it

seized 263 grams. In 1991 there
were 46 heroin-related arrests.

to

ness and significantly changes
the addict’s moods and actions,

according to MikeGoldsby, program director of Family

treatment at

Drug

the positive as-

The

treatment.

Task Force in

Enforcement

Joseph
St.
Hospital in

Eureka. The

The imple-

addict is able

methadone
treatment program in Eureka may be a
way to curb
the growing

function normally. an
“Wit
heroin, (addicts) have to
every
fix

mentationofa ~ Eureka seized
grams of
i
heroin in 1992

263

presence of heroin in the city.
But because methadone is only
a substitute and not a cure for

help addicts trade one addiction
for another.
Weaning addicts
“It’s (methadone) justa cleaner

way of staying off drugs,” said
Dick Trimble, head of the Drug

Enforcement Task Force in Eu-

reka. “My problem in the past is
the programs have been poorly
monitored. The kind of problems that you realistically run
intois the selling of (methadone)
to buy heroin,” he said.

The methadone treatment program is intended to break the
addiction and eventually wean
addicts off heroin. The drug is a
synthetic opiate that allows the
addict to switch from heroin to
methadone without the painful

MCA

to live and

eight to 12 hours. Methadone
acts in the body for a day — up
to two days,” Goldsby said.

Although there are positive
aspects toamethadone program,
if not stringently regulated,
methadone clinics can turn into
a place addicts go to find out
where to get heroin, or a way for

addicts to make money to buy
heroin by selling their methadone dosages.

In California, methadone is
administered once daily in the
form of a pill or liquid combined
with orange juice. The substi-

tute is administered through a
federally licensed clinic.
Methadone isa legal drug and
costsaddicts between $4and $10
per day. Heroin can cost an ad-

- up to $200 per day, Goldsby
said.
Methadone isalsoa legitimate

See Drugs, page 11
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Do you have 2-3
hours a week to
volunteer to
tutor local kids

(K-12)?

Stop by Youth Educational
Services tutorial program.
Meetings every thurs

7:07-8:00
House

Mon. — Frnt. Fam. — 7pm. / Sab. Fam,

— 5 p.m,

v-

ery Services

ye esos
ependency

heroin, opponents charge metha-

Si Bdlove Meu

;

Methadone provides “a mild

minimize

of
ects
Ratkedone

|

euphoric lift” without drowsi-

Brown said LECA willlookat

the negative
and increase

with

Euphoric

what can be done in the county

Addictions increasing

that come

kicking a heroin habit.

treatment.

done clinics and administrators

See

withdrawals

Brown, chief investigator with the District Attorney's
office in Eureka, said the Law
tn
eniatio
s Assoc
em
Chief'
Enforc
of Humboldt County will meet
this month todiscussa varietyof
issues concerning methadone

PM upstairs at

91, Y.E.S. House!
822-4965
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Canning named Woman of the Year
e

@ The Arcata city councilwoman and

the homeless of Humboldt

homeless adoveate will stay in politics

ser in
Coun’):

i
;
;
the Clintons.
to work with
and would like

Arcata

them
Canning said. Maintaining
over time is the hard part.

cal, regional and statewide political campaigns, recruited

The

and trained community volun-

In celebration of Women’s

History Month, the Amefican
Association of University
Women has chosen to honor _
Arcata Vice Mayor Lynne Canning as one of10 women it feels _

teers, has run fund-raising
events and organized get-outto-vote efforts.
Canning said she hasa“natu- _
penchant for organizing.”
ral

Humboldt County.

poltics in

has significantly contributed to

was reviewing the 38nominees,

Lynne Canning’s name kept
coming up. We are

her for contributions to

zing

cee

munity, educational back-

and political activity,”

said AAUW

Canning plans to remain in

committee _ the future.

“As the AAUW

befuntobe
workin
with

and

Hil-

she

ber Gail Freeman.

said.

les, Canning is a graduate of

partici-

degreeinhistory.Shehasbeena
resident of Arcata for 12 years.

non-profit events

Born-and raised in Los Ange-

Pitzer College with a bachelor’s

“Many of my friends werees-

40 yof
Board, approximatel

| tion, the Drug Enforcement

other fac-

hol and Drug Program be-

etsof the

e are

city

in-

cluding

eral

Drug Administra-

Agency and the state Alco-

s a
can obtain
fore provider
license.

Methadone programs

for contributions

public

are a positive alternative to

to the

and

the

can enter the program im-

works

city man-

“

ager, she

said.

AAUW committee member

suchas the

Goldsby said.
“It is hard to get them
It’s hard to get their atten-

ergy and

zens for Social Responsibility.

need a diverse perspective for a

She volunteered for Hospice _ real community.”
Student interns are an imporof Humboldtand completed her
tant part of Arcata city officials’
trainingasabuddyfortheNorth
business,Canning said.
Coast AIDSProjectatthetimeof
Photographs of the AAUW
_ election to the City Council.
Asamember of the Homeless

Councilmember Pat Russell.

Canning

voicesgreatconcernfor
er

honorees are on display in Si-

emens Hall for Women’s History

7

“Every. treatment pro-

in the world has diffigram

dents
bring en-

school here. I came to visit for

Task Force Policy prises

mediately.

culty with heroin addicts,”

perspective,” Canning said. “We

dent aide to Los Angeles City

heroin because the addict

“Stu-

Farewell to Arms Race by Citi-

committee and working asa stu-

According to a press rethe county Alcolease from
hol and Drug Advisory

City Co-

morestudentsinvolved withthe

caping Los Angeles to go to
the summer and stayed,” Canning said.
While at Pitzer, Canning began her politicalinvolvement by
serving on the school executive

inst

the54 known AIDS cases in
the county are identified as
intravenous drug users.
California state law reres approval from the

GAIL FREEMAN

in

| CoMtinued from page 10

with local businessownerswi
undeveloped property to provide a legal, temporary cam
site for the homeless, she said.
Canning would like to see

community.

Canning

pated

is workin

recognizing her

Bill

lary (Clin-

committee mem-_ton),”

committee

unciland

“W

“It would

§

ca
in the, es
starting | ‘00!
the city,isbutpartially
Area yyHouse,

Canning has coordinated lo- _ these shelters isn’t the problem,

By Becky Lee

u

ground

operation now,

Seba

(addicts) into the program.

tion; it’s hard to get them to

stay the course of treatment,” Goldsby said.
“Every tax-funded program has waiting lists and
heroin addicts don’t respond to waiting lists very

well,” he said.
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Riggs looks ahead to 1994

said. “If weare

serious about
reducing the

we
deficit,
have to do far
more in terms
ofattacking the

gi

y

&

Frank Riggs

spending.”

A fiscal conservative, Riggs said savings

He said if savingsaren'tapplied
toward thedeficitthereisnogain

_in cutting the deficit, which includes a line-item veto for the

MAD RIVER
CHIROPRACTIC
Louls Mihalka, D.C.

Riggs said the key to job crewth lies
ation and economic

Licensed Chiropractic

special election
Sen. Mike Thompson, D-St.
Helena, wothen2nd District Senate seat last night with 47.2 percent of the vote.
Thompson defeated Republican Margie Handley by a margin of 41,644 to 34,798, according to unofficial reports from the
Associated Press.
Handley garnered 39.4 percent
of the votes in the special election to replace Sen. Barry Keene.
Arcata resident Ruben Botello
finished the race with 3,581 or
4.1 percent of the votes.

Arcata Co-op at 10:30 a.m.

For more information,
call 8228497.

HSU professor to
speak at Creek Day
HSU Professor Emeritus
George Allen will speak on urban fishery restorationnoon Saturday at Shay Park.
The talk will be part of Jolly
Giant Creek Day.
Friends
of the Jolly Giant Creek
will pick up trash, pot tree saplings for later planting and par-

Spraying protest
to be held Saturday

ticipate in stream restoration

projects.
beopeseaicesy
ane public.
Participants will meetat the west
end of Foster Avenue in Arcata
at 10 a.m.
For more informatio, call 8228542 or 822-1291.

Arally Saturday will protest
the spraying of herbicides by
local lumber companies.
The event, sponsored by Californians for Alternatives to
Toxics, will be an “organizing
effort,” said Patty Clary, executive director of the organization.

Compiled by Brandye Alexander
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Those interested in carpooling
to the courthouse
can meet at the

8

president, and stimulating the
private sector.

reka, at 11 a.m.

G

as a former member of

in making the cuts.
“My reaction tothepresident’s

2

policy,” where
the government picks one in-

dustry over another.

applied to deficit reduction, not
transferred to other programs.

Con-

dustrial

from spending cuts need to be

term limits.
Riggs was in Washington,

D.C feb. 17, the day of PresidentClinton’s State of the Union
address. He used his privilege

dollars
than the

so the government simply
recycles tax
dollars,” Riggs
said
He said this
trend could
lead to an “in-

se
f=
as

limits. He cited the number of
congressional term limit measures passed
— 14—in November as proof of the mandate for

tax-

private sector,

the spending
cut side,” he

2G

ideas,” he said.
He said there were two mandates in the November elections:
a mandate for “change” and a
mandate for congressional term

ee

the proposal is
far too little on

J

turnover, fresh faces and fresh

spend

es

bying for congressional term
limits. “Term limits will ensure

now recognize

proposals, we

<*,
~

its, a national organization lob-

actually in th

they (the government) can
decide how to

iors

campaigner for U.S. Term Lim-

nomics is that

tinue to read
and see whatis

Thompson wins |

~

political arena. He is an active

go down, butthe aggregate deficit will continue to go up” if
savings aren't applied to the
deficit.
also expressed concern
Riggs
long- and short-term
about
job-creation aspects of the
president's economic a
behind
“The whole principle
Clinton eco-

ing vo from clear-cut areas,
said.
Herbicide spraying
near the
Klamath River and other streams
on the North Coast will begin
this spring,
she said.
The rally will be held at the
Municipal
~ Humboldt Coun
Courthouse, 825
Fifth St., Eu-

BID6.

Riggs, in an interview with
The Lumberjack, said although
heisoutof office, heis still in the

the same — business as usual,”
he said. “The annual deficit will

wD.

tions open.

“AS we con-

proposals is that they are at best
a first step and at worst more of

fe

Former 1st Congressional District representative Frank Riggs
still has his eye on Washington,
D.C.,and says Democratic Party
policy may force him to run for
con
in 1994.
The Windsor Republican,
ousted by Democrat
Dan Hamburg
in the November election,
said his entry into the 1994 campaign will be a “family decision,” but he is keeping his op-

gress to sit in on the speech.
Hesummed
up hisassessment
of the president's
speech ina few
words — “good speech, bad
ideas.”
There. were some aspects of
Clinton's speech with which he
agreed, particularly the welfare
reform, campaign finance reform, enterprise zones and anticrime proposals. “But I have to
take sharp exception to his economic proposals,” Riggs said.

) tosprayingasa
means of remov-

ay

By J. Waters

campaign will
Al
lumber
be conducted
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to find ternatives

Slammers

Jagermeister on Tap
$2. a shot ¢ $10 a pitcher
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Student teacher gets lesson in life
@ HSU graduate student Jason Emmons
taught English last semester as part of a
sister-city project in Nicaragua.
By

said. Emmons

Kane

In an effort to promote a better understanding of the differences between Nicara:
and
American cultures,
graduate student Jason Emmonsspent

nine weeks in Camoapa, Nicaragua.
Emmons participated in a sister-city program organized six
years ago by citizens of Arcata.
The community of Camoapa
was adopted as Arcata’s sister
city,and Emmonsisoneof about

100 people sent to teach English
to students ranging from gradeschool-age children to adults in
their 70s to 80s.
Emmons said he decided to
participate in the pro
to become more fluent in Spanish, to
learn moreabout
the Ni
governmentand johasiaaptnane
diplomatic.
But he learned much more, he

returned

from

Nicaragua Dec. 22.
Returning so near the Christ-

mas holiday showed him how
“we take so much for
granted.”
“It was really rough
when I
got back,” he said.
“We have so much here. In
the family I stayed with there
was never enough food to be
full, only enough to survive.”
“T’mone of the luckiest people
in the world,” he said.
Having the opportunity to

everywhere,” he said.

Although he would pass on
the opportunity to teach in
Camoapa again, Emmons said
he would recommend the program to anyone.
“You need to be strong to go,”
he said. “You need to believe in
why you’re there.”
“People will try to manipulate

travel to Camoapa and see life in

Nicaragua firsthand taught
Emmons “more about people
than any experience I’ve ever
had,” he said.
Camoapa is a rural ranching
community.

Emmons described the landscape as being surrounded by
“treeless hills,
dirt roads and lots
of cows.”
“Everything is sogreen
— that
surprised me— but there's trash

Discover what's |\

new at Kinko's.

and walk all over you. You can’t

depend
on just one person for
information; you need to talk to
four or five people,” Emmons
said.
To some people everything is
either black or white, yes or no,
Emmonssaidand explained that
if you want accurate information you need to work to get it.

If trying to find a scanner

when you need one is
putting a drag on your
plans for a class project,
come into Kinko's.
You can have your original
scanned while you wait!

scanning
$5.00 per page onto

Volunteers needed

your disk.

The Arcata-Camoapa Sister-City Project is looking for students — and non-students — to teach English in Ni caragua
this summer.
Camoapa isa rural ranching community with a population

MICROTEK

600ZS
Flatbed

| _
|)

Color/Gray

of about 20,000, according to Dennis Rael, a representative for

:

the Arcata sister-city project.

In its six years of operation the geen has sent about 100
and help facilitate water-

people to Camoapa to teach Englis

Ss

purification systems.
Rael Seneabe d the atmosphere in Camoapa as “very pro-

kinko’s

the copy center

American.”

“The people are just phenomenal,” he said.
Those interested in working on the sister-city project can

Open 7 Days

find out more by attending the group’s monthly meeting.

822-8712
16th & G St. - Arcata
445-3334
5th & V St. - Eureka

Meetings are held the second Wednesday of each month in

the Arcata Library conference room 7 to9 p.m.

—Roger Kane
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Sunny Brae Center
Arcata
Large selection of personalized gifts.

Custom Printed Garments for Ciubs-

We will match any competitor’s price!
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Women's MUSIC FROM AROUND THE WORLD
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Specia News Report
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More bacon for the buck
w Arcata restaurants offer breakfast

specials starting at less than $2.

are vegetarian, including some
vegan dishes for the dedicated

By Beau Redstone

“We are probably the biggest

restaurant in Arcata that has significant vegetarian and meat
dishes,” owner Laurie Totaro

Oftentimes students would
rather have someone cook for

them than prepare food for

said.
Eggs, bacon and potatoes at
Crosswinds costs $4.85.
Humboldt Hamand Eggs consists of ham filled with albacore
blended in cream cheese, mushrooms, avocado and green onions topped with cheese.
Although it costs $7.65, it

themselves, and it is also no

secret that college students

tend to not have a surplus of

money.
With that in mind, The
Lumberjack researched various cafes in Arcata to help
HSU

students decide on a
place to eat that all-im-

portant first meal of the day:
breakfast.

might

5

Aaa

Cig)

p34

HAPPY HOUR

M-TH 5-8sP.M.

“You can get in and out of
here for less than $3 with a
cupof coffee,” T.J.’semployee

FRIDAY 4-8P.M.

je

{J |)
fe

glass
_pint
__ pitcher
Bud & Henry's
Anchor Steam
Steelhead Ale
Kamakazi

75¢

$1.50

$3.25

1.25

2.25

5.25

Peppermint Schnapps

$1.25 a Shot!

TheGolden

Writ

Harvest Cafe
at 1062 GSt. is
another hot

Grub

Golden
Harvest
is
known primarily for its

potato dishes.

The traditional American
breakfast — two eggs, potatoes, choice of bacon, ham or
sausage and toast — costs

One of Golden Harvest’s specials is Sunday Potatoes. Sunday Potatoes consists of country
potatoes topped with bacon, on-

$4.95. T.J.’s Special Skillet,
consisting of ham, bacon, bell
pepper, onions, mushrooms,

ions, cheddar cheese and two

eggs. A full order costs $6.10.

The traditional bacon, eegs

tomatoes and cheese, costs

and potatoes runs between $4.

$5.95.
Another breakfast spot fre-

and $4.85, depending on the
meat side dish preferred.
For those seeking a somewhat
alternative menu, Wildflower

quented byArcatansisCrosswinds, located at the corner
of 10th and I streets. Known
for its mellow decor and
atmosphere,

homefries, costs $3.00.
Wildlflower also offers

buttermilk, nine-grain or
buckwheat

cakes which

cost two for $2 or three for$3.

Another Wildflower special is its smoothies. Four
are offered, including

a fresh fruit smoothie, and
all cost $2.25.Wildflower also

offers fresh organic carrot
juice, startfor a small
ss.
The Loft,
located on
the second
floor of the

University

]

Center, also
serves breakfast. Potatoes, bacon
and

gry Arcatans.

Doug Munguia said of the
:
morning

warm

Wildflower’s

spot for hun-

potato and toast breakfast.

Arcata

costs $5.25.

Classic, two eggs, toast and

ing at $1.50

sion.

and 10a.m. weekdays. Meals
on the breakfast special list
includea two egg, homestyle

the plaza,

beans, cheese and salsa, also

special occa-

H St., which offers a $1.99
breakfast special between 7

on

tortilla filled

with scrambled eggs, black

ing out on a

is offered by T.J.’s Cafe,1057

Sidelines Sports Bar

be

whole-wheat

worth check-

By far the best deal in town

¢ Beads
e Jewelry
e Ethnic imports

:

vegetarian.

U

and mushroom omelet covered in tofu-tahini sauce for
$5.25.
A Breakfast Burrito, a

Cross-

winds offers a variety of
breakfast and lunch entrees.

Nearly half of its recipes

eggs costs $2.55.
The menu

at the Loft is

slim and there are no spe-

cialties, but meal cards are

accepted.
A small orange

juice is 95

cents at T.J.’s, $1.65

at Cross-

winds, $1.35 at Golden Harvest and 80 cents at the Loft.
Other breakfast restaurants in town not reviewed

bY The Lumberjack include

Cafe & Bakery, at 1604 G St.,

niontown Cafe, located in
Uniontown Plaza on F Street

offersa strictly vegetarian menu.
The Wildflower is “the ffésh-

near Safeway; the Village
Pantry, located at the Valley

est, best deal (in town),” owner
Melanie Patrick said.
The menu includes a broccoli

West Center; and the Alibi,
located at the bar of the same
name on Ninth Street.
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About kenaf: Kenal is a member of the hibiscus family, a relative to

cotton and okra, and a native to Africa. From seed it grows to be 12 feet
tall in four to five months.
it can be
grown by farmers in the cotton belt. It is a
relatively
low water
ents when compared to conventional
crops.
Kenaf annually
8 to 10 tons of raw fiber per acre. One acre
of forest typically produces 4 to 5 tons of raw fiber every twenty to thirty
years.
About kenaf paper: Because of lignin content of kenaf, fewer chemicals
and less energy are required to convert it to
pul.
fewer chemicals
reduces waste water contamination. Because it is a
whiter color

ie 0 cle
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come into Kinko's.
You can work on a Mac

right in

our store!
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Mapping software illustrates effects of habitat alteration
extinction likelihood over
certain time ogra . What's the

By Dirk Rabdau

probability

Computer software not

available even five
allows scientists at the

that probability distribution,”

-

he said.

wood Sciences Laboratory to

simulate events incl

havoc
“Then we will change the
landscape design, maybe
subtly or maybe
dramatically,”
Noon said. “ Maybe we will
introduce catastrophic events:
fire, excessive timber harvests.
“Then we'll ask that same
question, ‘How does that
change the distribution of
extinction likelihoods?’ Then

forest fires, the effects of
erosion and the extinction of

species.

The research provides
scientists with a tool to peer
into the future.

The ed

on Bayview

Court off east 17th Street, is

operated by the U.S. Forest
—

which leases it from

HSU.

we can

The software the ae
incorporates geographic

feeyeaveea
softwarein 1987 for a scientist
y

design

_—
Se

e

studying black-footed ferrets
in Wyoming.
He said these models would

be impossible if not for the use
of computers because “they
require a tremendous amount

of computations.”

7

“We are using GIS, but in a
place to another due to other
dynamic fashion, not working _ influences.

former professor of wildlife at
HSU, has been instrumental in
the development and application of these models.

He said the software allows
researchers to perform many

_ with static maps but dynamic
maps,” Noon said. “(We are)

and a

:

Robert Ziemer, team leader of the watershed-fisheries unit at Redwood Sciences La
demonstrates one step in testing water samples for sediment content.

allowing the maps to aon?
Dynamic mapping
disturbance phenomena su
Barry Noon, project leader of _as fire and allowing them to

wildlife at the laboratory

statistical tests

to ask whether or not there are
statistically significant as well
as biologically significant
changes in the landscape.

‘ateieedlon systems, which
enables the building of maplike regions on a computer,
each having very different
es.
Preiand Lamberson, a
, Ori

of extinction given

this eaten design over 100
years. We'll a
look at

regro w using forest gro growth

Many

varied experiments, including

outcomes

“The consequence of that
event — what the cascadin,
effects
might be as the result of

that disturbance, can vary

models, and all of thatdone in —_ tremendously in terms of

a spatially-explicit context.”
He said the effects of any
given event vary from one

some that would have been

impossible, impractical or
ethically unsound in the past.
They have experimented

with

different outcomes of

events, which Noon calls

where on the landscape that
disturbance occurs,” Noon
said.

response variables.
A response variable that
we've used, for instance, is

evidence
Noon said the models let
them explore possibilities in
great detail, with terrain
characteristics and data taken
from real landscapes and
yed on GIS data layers.
But he added that these
models are almost impossible
to prove in the real world
without seeing the actual
extinction event — an unlikely
observation for even the most

diligent

of field researchers.

“Then what do you do?

Well, you say, ‘Gee, my model
predicted it.’ But the species is
gone now. So they (the
models) are very difficult to

See Laboratory, page 16

new windows in map use
By Beau Redstone
CUMBERIJACK STAFF

A class on a burgeoning computer

mapping technology isnow offered at

The class is offered

the CIS

department
and instructs students on
the uses of ee
information
systems. GIS is a
term defining
systems that use computer hardware
and software to
data witha

the Environmental
Calif.

Setiune tne of Beedanda

Professor Hal Campbell,
teaches the class, said

who
with

GIS is a way for students of any ma
to improve their marketability.
JENNIFER KONAVEY AND DAVIO COURTLAND / THE LUMBERJACK class was develope
with the mutual
d

cooperation of the natural resource,
forestry and CIS departments.
“GIS allows (people from) many
walks of life to analyze
data relativeto
maps and paint a more realistic picture of the real world,” Campbell said
By looking at data graphically, users can gain a peas green
about certain geogra
areas
on information seen collected.
Campbell said information on all
typesof topics is stored. With the advent of supercomputers,
it is possible
to contain this information in a large
central
4
For on
ae information on the
last U.S. te
ee
eee
ter at
Los
es. Campbell

eid LS cumsaad one call =

puter there and down-load
mation onto their

the infor. This infor-

mation can be used in conjunction
with
GIS software and a
to specific

geographic regions,

the user

See GIS, page 18
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Laboratory: models predict outcomes
© Continued from page 15
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validate in a traditional sense,”
Noon said.
“In my field I think we have
largely turned the corner now
in mathematical modeling. Just
about all the models we will
work with in the future are
spacial models.”
Such models, however, are
limited in that they require
tremendous amounts of raw
data.
“It has certainly added
several layers of complexity,
but it’s the kind of complexity
that can’t be ignored if you
want to understand how these
systems work,” he said.

($3.00 per hz. - unlimited tokens)

Tallored software

82.2-7556

At a conference
in Georgia in
November,
Noon met wi

Just off the plaza, Arcata
(behind Plaza Design)

researchers
from around the

country
who independently

“Not only is it enough to know what the
age distribution of trees are in a forest,

you need to know where they are and
you need to know how they are

changing through time.”

BARRY NOON
wildlife leader at Redwood Sciences Lab
ee

because the fieldwork provid-

ing data bases still needs to be
done.
“In my biased opinion, we
are not limited by computer

ptr
3

Medical Group & Counseling
¢ Family Planning
¢ Counseling for men-women-children
¢ Family Medicine

fee based on sliding scale, insurance or Medi-Cal
785
18th Street
THE FOOTBRIDGE”
OVER
Hours: M-F 8am to 5pm
822- 2481

“ILUIST

wa

Gna

Gm dian

Computers
a
.
Saturday, March 20

Jam to

5pm

Fasights
into how these
—. work,” Noon said.

New
“In the past a lot of studies
have been biological studies,

rete
er tagh

have been physical studies,
and there hasn't been a
interweaving of results,
Ziemer said. “That is really the
area in which a lot of people
are working nowadays, trying
to link physical changes going
on to biological responses.”
This linkage extends to the
use of computer models, since
they can be used to layer
=
t
of information.
, such as
the soiiding of toate have a
cant effect on the
biology of an area.
“If you build a road — no
matter how well you build a
road— you are going
to have
some
sediment coming from

in

further

“I
that we are really limited
by good empirical studies and
what I call good parameter
estimates.”
These empirical studies and
parameter estimates provide
the computer with the extremely thorough database
which the models require.

you cut trees, you are going to

get some change in the hydrology and some sediment
coming from those areas. So if
you have just one little cut area
in a great big watershed then
there’s no big problem in that
area.
“It becomes a real problem
in terms of analysis ... How do
you collectively evaluate a
whole bunch of little things?”
That is
sely where the
computer models fit in, Zeimer
said.
Computers have the capability to manipulate the data
quickly. From there it can be
analyzed by the scientists at
the lab.
He said in cases where data
are not available for researching a problem, a study is
designed to provide it.
ile every such study may
be highly specialized, Ziemer

and another bunch of studies

y

)

that road,” Ziemer said. “If

Because of the dynamics
between human activity and
watersheds, changes are also
in the other branch
of the sciences lab.
Robert Ziemer is team leader
of the watershed unit and its
chief hydrologist.
He id the laboratory's
structure is set up to incorporate both biological and
physical sciences, since
hysical alterations to a
Lpadocape affect its biology.

developed similar software for
projects ranging from the
effects of bison grazing in the
Great Plains to forest regrowth
in eastern deciduous forests.
Noon remains enthusiastic
for the work because it provides a challenge and problems for which “you can’t pull
solutions off the shelf,” partl

know what the age distribution of trees are in a forest, you
need to know where they are
and you need to know how
they are changing through
time.
So ev
basically
in a spa
continuum that is dynamic,”
Noon said.

said they all share the same
formative steps.

“Identify the problem,
er te
to address the
prob
yze the data and
publish the results and go find
another problem,” he said.
There is no dearth of project
ilities for Ziemer and
oon.
“We're not lacking in
problems,” Ziemer said.
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ALL MOUNTAIN.
BIKES — ON SALE!
REG.
$340
$380"
$750
479
$280

| | GREAT PRICES!
| | 1992 TREK 800
| | 1992 TREK 820
| | 1992 TREK 7000
UNIVEGA $100 OFF!
1992JAZZ VOLTAGE

DRASTIC
REDUCTIONS
ON CLOSE-OUTS:

SALE
'279%
|
| $329
| $550”
| $379"
| $239

GT OUPOST
GT RTS 2
JAZZ MINI MTN 20"
1992 TREK 970

|

TREK

$299”
$339”
$4,500 | 1,300
$179”
$219”
$650”
$850”
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_JUST ABOUT EVERYTHING
YOU'LL EVER NEED

ON SALE

ALL CROSS BIKES
$40-*100 OFF!

HALOGEN LIGHTS
TREK COMPUTERS

ALL RACING BIKES

NIKE SHORTS
MISC JERSEYS
TOE CLIP SET
FLIGHT SADDLES

mooe
$80-$150 OFF! | 1993sesMODELS

TUBES
2 FOR
$4.50

POWER
BARS
gor

WATER
BOTTLES
$499

*179°°

SHOCKS

Ag

CYCLING SHOES,
CLOTHING, GLOVES,
LIGHTS, GEL SADDLES,
BIKE COMPUTERS,
HELMETS, PUMPS,
MTN. BIKE
COMPUTERS,
BAR ENDS, GRIPS
TIRES...

1993 TREK 850/SHOCK | ‘599" | ‘499
1993 TREK 930/SHOCK | ‘e9g” | 599”
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|
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¢ Peace Corps workers
will speak on water supply

We can't keep= a secre t. It
ae —
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find lareiy

GIS
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t at

Solomon Islands,

the place

onThe system can - i

6 in Nelson Hall West 232,

damon tennened

ee

Peace Corps returnees

and sanitation engineering
in Kenya Monday at 5p.m.
at CCAT, house 97.

ing Confer-

ence
11-13 at
Redwood Acres Fair- -

¢New Drawings from
nature by Jan Meniga are on
display zt the HSU Natural

ds. There will be

g exhibitions and
forestry and wildlife
= on Alston Chase

_

History Museum in Arcata.
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DANA LYONS &
LONE WOLF CIRCLES

over time.

Special Guests: folk duet Francine & Nymiah
Folk/Rock Dance and Primal Eco-Jam!
Benefits Ozone Depletion/Shut Down Dupont Campaign

Lumberjack is

"A Turn of the Wrench" Album Release Tour

recyclable.

Mar 6, 7:30 pm, $5-10, KB Rm, HSU

Don’t throw it

Sponsored by HSU Earth First!
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of it as merely a cartographer’s
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Info: 839-5847
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And fishery biologists can apply data collected in the field to
GIS to paint a visual pictureof
fish populations in certain areas.
As well as these uses, it can
show political orientation, demographics and street addresses of residents in a single

ae
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There are other possible
abuses.

In an interview with U.S.

Students anal

e 55th Annual Redwood

Region

—

d

will speak on water supply

ney

ho aa |

CO.SPONSORED BY North Coast Inn
PRESENTS

cconef

News and World Report, geographer Mark Monmonier of

Syracuse University said, “It’s

not only easy to lie with maps.

It’s essential.”
The manipulations possible
with GIS can also become disndce
nsa
as eviden
be used
tortio

to provea point — like the ideal

for a development
location
ts out.
the article
ject,
uses
Butmany think
gh
ve ones.
outwei the
Travis Benson is a natural re-

. source planning
and interpre-

tation senior. Benson
is taking
the class now, and pursuinga
certificate
in GIS.
gfe
Geter cme
Aipyconape yes
whch
using a
of a

called Moke Piiter to interpret
Sai
ae
using these filters, I can
see all of the socioeconomic
information of the area, but I can
make the decision of what as-

pects I want to spraneeny look
Pew
at,” Benson sai

“It’sjusta

powerful ana-

lytical tool,” he said.

PREMARCHE

£2.
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REGGAE IS BACK AT THE DEPOT!

Bib MOUNTALN

San Diegos hottest reggae band!

$3 HSU Students / $5 General
Touring

The Depot, HSU

Company
A BENEFIT

America’s premier comedy troupe.
Past cast members have included
John Belushi, Dan Akroyd, John
Candy, and many others. See
tomorrow's stars today!

Robert
Davidson
Dance
Company
Stunningly beautiful

$14 General
$10 Students & Seniors

FOR

CENTERARTS

An irresistible experience.
Program to include excerpts from

Swan Lake and the exciting,
contemporary Wild Man.

$14 All tickets
Van Duzer Theatre

Van Duzer Theatre
Program may contain adult language and situations.
Parental discretion advised.

$7 HSU Students
$10 General
Kate Buchanan Room
The Works,
Arcata & Eureka

modern dance performed
on the flying trapeze.
Captivating and totally
unconventional.

The New Outdoor
Store, Arcata

$10 General
$6 Students & Seniors

INFO CALL

Van Duzer Theatre

University Ticket
Office,
HSU

phish
$15 General
East Gym, HSU

"

Local band Barking Dogma has
audiences “going ga ga” over its
complex, unorthodox sound.

Se ae

Nenerety

n average Barking Dogma rehearsal — all energy and perspiration — attracts at least one police
officer and a couple of noise complaints.
On most Wednesday nights the bass can

be felt and heard on the sidewalk outside
guitarist Kevyn Dymond’s apartment,
which dubs as the group’s rehearsal studio. The living room is filled with music
equipment and sweat, with space for nothing else.
ead
vocalist Peggy
Martinez compares the
feeling of rehearsing with
e band to “an orgasmic experience.”
Across the tiny room, bass
player Marla Joy says, “If

anyone wants to bring us a

six-pack of beer while we
practice, that’s fine.”
Dogma jokes about a time
when a cop passed by during
rehearsals and said they
should start a band, mistaking

them for a party.
“People wander in wanting
a beer,” Dymond said.
isn’t your average
garage rock band. Most of the
members are older than 30,
the lead vocalist is partially
sighted and the group boasts
about being predominantly

female.
“It’s a real plus having four
women up front,” said Tina
Garsen, alto sax player.
“We're not wimpy. We're
barely even sensitive.”

As well as being the guitarist, Dymond is the main song
composer, carefully handwriting the group’s sheet music.
ond’s original music
includes “Dumb Things,” a
song Martinez says is about
the “unpredictability of life,”
and “Stranger,” one of the
group’s favorite songs for its
different styles, musical ideas
and intense lyrics.
ond also penned
“School Bus Driver,” an
extraordinarily complex,
Jethro Tull-like exercise in

timing and physical dexterity.
It hops merrily from one

“We're not wimpy. We're barely
even sensitive.”
TINA GARSEN
Barking Dogma alto sax player
ae ee

meee

meter to the next, assaulting
the listener with its seemingly

random structure; it teeters on
retension, but the quirky
yrics, inspired by Dymond’s

childhood, are nothing if not
fitting.

Although a new group, the

band members have been
involved in other local bands,
including Good Clean Head,

the Folk-Offs and Watt’s Bald
Head.
“Collectively, we have 60
dog years of experience,”

drummer Weston said.

The band’s beginning in July

1992 was followed by its first
gig at the North Country Fair.
After a quick decision on the
group’s name (they briefly
considered calling the band
Lethal Cherry or Seizure’s

Salad), the newly named band
played its first live perfor-

mance.

“It was totally

packed all the

way to the end of the street,”
Martinez said. “It was a total
thrill.”

“People were going ga ga,”

Joy said of the crowd.
Since then, the group has
played gigs at Jambalaya and
the Humboldt Brewery twice a

onth.
“We don’t like to play too
much because we like to keep
things fresh,” Martinez
explains. “And there aren’t
enough places to play.”
Martinez describes Dogma’s
audiences as mixed, attracting
everyone from the “intellectuals to the younger people.”
Joy said, “It’s nice ‘cause
we're not followed by the

ED

mindless drone society.”
Julie Froblom, tenor sax

player, said Dogma’s music is
“too eclectic” to describe.
“They (the audience) hear it,

and they don’t know what to
say about it, but they like it.”

“If I had to put a label on it,
I don’t think I could,” Weston
said. “It’s just not something
you’re going to hear on the

radio. This has more to do
with the artistic part of music,
instead of the commercial
music they have on the radio.”
But they do make room for

a little commercial music in
their Dogma-brew. During a
set, Peggy Martinez might
invoke the spirit of Janis
Joplin while the band churns
out an electrifying version of
“Piece of My Heart.” Or, just
for a challenge, they might
run through The Beatles’

“Being for the Benefit of Mr.
Kite.”
Although the band practices
six hours a week, the members
claim not to get on each

other’s nerves. “We’re happy
with ourselves and each
other,” Garsen said, and then
added, “I only slap them

when they speak.”
Although the group doesn’t
have a demo tape available
yet, itis hoping to have one

recorded soon “from the best
stuff from each show,”
Martinez said.
As for upcoming performances, Barking
Dogma will
howl at Jambalaya

March 5,

and open for Skankin’ Pickle
March 11 at the Humboldt
Creamery Dancenter.

The Lumberjack

It’s jazz in their bones

Name: Lyn Risling

Major: Social sciences
Year: Graduate student
Discipline: Graphic art
Hometown: Modesto

By Russ Williams

Age: 42

j

ig-band jazz fans and
ee

trombone enthusiasts

. What she does: Illustrations for Native American

programs: brochures, posters and educational
materials. Risling is a Hupa-Karuk-Yurok Indian.

look at the mountains and see geometric patterns,
the same as when | look at trees.”
. Mentors: Carl Gorman and Brian Tripp. “I like artists

who incorporate their cultural identity into their art.”
art: “| have no time for my own
- Her

artwork. With two children, working full-time and
going back to school, there isn’t enough time. But |

incorporate my personal art with what | do profes-

sionally.”
. Art as a cultural bridge: “! co illustrations for Indian

stories. People see the artwork and ask about the
story, which is about my people and my culture.

illustrations give stories more meaning and stories
give illustrations more meaning.”
artist: “| have been
- Risling, the

singing since | was a young girl. Before (white)

bone players.
Dr. Bone’s sound is deeply
influenced by big band greats
like Glenn Miller and Cole
Porter. Audience members are
treated to improvisational
tributes to Miles Davis and
Dizzy Gillespie.
“Basically, what we have
here is a rhythm section and a
trombone section, without

trumpets and saxophones,”

Brown said. “It was my
interest when I came to Arcata

and there would be a song for that activity. White
contact changed all that.”

now is a culmination of that
effort.”
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e Low cost confidential AIDS/HIV testing

e Low cost non-prescription birth control supplies

plays with in Fort Worth,

Clinic Services: 442-5709
Administration: 442-2961
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Education: 445-2018
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Brown says he is
trying to
“farm the idea of the house
band. Instead of trying to be
the all-star band where we
bring in the hot stars, we're
trying to be a unified ensemble
which would give us each the
opportunity to reach and
improvise from time to time.”
The name Dr. Bone was
given to Brown from the Sons
of Beaches, a rock band he

—

4

, QP SIX

aN

drummer, a pianist, a guitarist,
a bass player and four trom-

to pull as many trombone
players out of the woodwork
as possible. What we have here

— Reported by Marylyn Paik-Nicely

ae

College of the Redwoods
music Professor Frank Brown
heads Dr. Bone and Friends, a
jazz ensemble consisting of a

contact, Karuk women had songs for everything.
They would come together for different activities

such as basket weaving or preparing acorn soup,

iA

should check out Dr.
Bone at the Plaza Grill on
Tuesday nights.

. Her vision: “When | look at things | see patterns. |

D

as

MUSIC

*

321 SRD ST., EUREKA
442-8525

AUSS WILLIAMS/THE LUMBERJACK

Frank Brown, aka Dr. Bone, puckers up fora night of jazz.

hat,” Brown said. “The same
principle applies here. I was
given the name Dr. Bone
because of my trombone
playing.”

Brown’s latest influence is

Buckwheat Zydeco, and the
band plays a stirring rendition
of his pop version of “Pork Fat
and Black-eyed Peas.”

Dr. Bone and Friends has
tremendous range, from “ My

Favorite Things,” a song from

“The Sound of Music,” to
Miles Davis’ “So What.”
Dr. Bone encourages
audience participation.
Audience members are invited

to accompany the band with
the use of an instrument called
“the rain stick,” a hollow
wooden tube filled with rocks
and sea-shells that, when

turned upside down, produces
a beautiful, high-pitched, rainlike sound.
Dr. Bone and Friends

performs at the Plaza Grill
every Tuesday night. Re-

hearsal starts at 8 p.m. and the
show begins at 9 p.m. There is
no cover charge.
The band will also play at
the Dixieland Jazz Festival

March 27 and at College of
the Redwoods April 1.
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[UMBERJACKSTAFF

What: “The Crying
Game”
Where: Arcata Theatre
When: Through March
18

eil Jordan’s
“The
Crying Game” is a
film of shocks and sur-

prises that leaves its audiences
and reviewers talking — or,
rather, not talking.
“The Crying Game,” now

The six nominations for “The
Crying Game” make it the thirdmost-nominated film at this

showing at the Arcata Theatre,

year’s Oscar ceremony.

has audiences from coast to

“Game's” Stephen Rea was
nominated for best actor for his

coast keeping mum about the

film’s shocking plot twists in a
national display of secret keeping. And normally jaded movie
critics are caught up in the spirit
of the movement.
The Los Angeles Times re-

portrayal of an Irish Republican
Army member responsible for
guarding a British soldier the

terrorist organization has kid-

napped. Even Rea was subject to
“Game” shock.
Rea told USA Today: “Everyone else in the film is quite emotional, and it was not my job to

view is titled “Don’t Read Any

This
Further If You Haven’tSeen
Film.” Time magazine's piece

blares, “Don’t Read This Story

cluded in the best supporting
actor category. Davidson’s presence in the film is only one of
many ingredients that has
people not talking.
But after critics and columnists get beyond the secrets and
hype of the film, and the Hollywood community recovers
from the shock of “The Crying
Game,” what's left is a compelling movie.
Many films tease the audi-

ence but ultimately deliver the
goods theaudience expects. The
good guys win. The deranged
maniac gets caught. People

champion

over inestimable

odds. Hollywood knows what
viewers want and generally
gives it to them.
One of the reasons “The Crying Game” is successful is it
defies audience expectations. It
insists that the viewer pay at-

... Unless You've Already Seen

be showy. Frankly, Ididn’t think

‘The Crying Game.’”

tention to the film’s twists as it
covers themes ranging from
Neil Jordan directed the film
dedication to a cause to human
and
that cost $5 million to make
behavior
not generally explored
has grossed $16 million to date.
Oscar nominations, such as- ‘or easily understood. The film
prompts the viewer to think
Jordan’s for best director, are
about
the film long after leavtotals.
ce
sure to boost its box-offi
ing
the
theater.
“The Crying Game” was also
Miramax, the film’s U.S. disnominated for best picture, best
screenplay, best editing, and in tributor, is a company with a
track record in the marketing of
another of the film’s surprises,
newcomer Jaye Davidson is in- independent films, having

I'd be nominated. I thought my

performance was quite quiet.”
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Miranda Richardson co-stars as Jude in “The Crying Game.”
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Hollywood insiders are
stunned as well.
“The Crying Game” joins
and
End”
“Howard's
“Unforgiven” as a leader in the
number of Academy Award
nominations received. All three
films are independent releases
made by small film companies,
leading some critics to accuse
of losing touch
themajorstudios
with the film-going audience.
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"KOFF
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rsity Students
During the week of March 22nd Humboldt State Unive
our community a

will go "INTO

THE STREETS" to work to make

to live.
place er
bett

!!!
CHOOSE the ISSUE you CARE about and GET INVOLVED
¢
e
e
e
e

AIDS
Criminal Justice
Education
Homelessness
Mental Health

e

Senior Citizens

e Campus Safety
¢ Domestic Violence
e Environment
¢ Hunger
tion
°¢
¢ Substance Abuse

e Children & Youth
e Disabilities
e Health Care
e Literacy
e Race Relations
e

Name

Your

Sierra Nevada, Anchor Foghorn, &
Steelhead- light & dark

McNally’s Extra

Own

Coming soon:
Organizational Meeting

MONDAY,

MARCH

8th, 6:00 p.m.

Founders Hall 108

For more information call:

Marianne Beck or Brandie Sanders
Clubs Office, 826-3776

Wheat Hook Ale

854 9th Street, Arcata ° 822-3441
(under

the blue awning between H &I St.)

-
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Success no delusion for Small Fish
pe

hn

a

C

pen-flavored rock ‘n’

s. The recorded sound is
different from the ecstatic
rock ‘n’ roll they play live. .
The voices of the singers and
the guitar work are easily
distinguishable and the music
has a smoothness to it that
isn’t apparent during live
rformances.
All in all, Small Fish has
produced a very professional,
fun and original CD, from the
cover design by Patrick
Satterfield to the saxophone
backup by Charles Horn on
the song “Anima,” and all the
music in between.
The band members titled
the album “Delusions of
Grandeur” because they
thought it aptly described the
attempts of a local band to
“make it” in the music
business. Perhaps the profes-

roll” accurately

describes the sound
of “Delusions of Grandeur,”

the latest release by local band
Small Fish.

“If it’s open, iit’s open,” said

Orlando “O.C.” Canedo, who

Serving up
news,
views and
reviews
The
Lumberjack

sings and plays acoustic
guitar for the group. “We're
not trying to sound like
anyone.”

The band is the collaborative effort of four men:
Canedo, Mike Yassemi

(drums), Chuck Johnson
(bass) and Chad Johnson (lead
onda Each member brought
is own ideas, influences and

style to the group. Consequently, the sound of Small
ish includes a mixture of The
Who, the Violent Femmes,
R.E.M. and Van Morrison.
“Delusions” has its own

PALOONRISE HERB

Fish charms the listener with
infectious lyrics and soothing

harmonies.
Each band member writes

his own songs, to which the
others add harmony. Canedo
said the musical differences of

Quality Bulk

1068 | Street, Arcata e 822-5296
(between 10th &1 1th)
Monday-Saturday 10-6 e Sunday 11-5

Yassemi can completely

change the sound of a song
wine he adds the drums.
The differences between the
songwriters become apparent
on “Delusions,” butthis only
enhances the energy of the
album and prevents it from
reir: repetitive.
The CD is a collection of
songs written by the band
members over the past three

World” to the catchy rhythm
of “Dance” and the sorrowful,
eerie re of “I Can’t Sto
the Day,”
the music of Small

sionalism, energy and

ambition of this band can
make the delusion a reality.

OF { EE aI

Herbs Spices & Teas
also featuring:
eCandles & Incense
eNatural shampoos,
soap & facial care
eBooks, cards & tapes
eBaskets
eEssential oils & Perfumes
eGift ideas

eo
usually works well,
ng as we're able to flow
ler it.” He added that

distinct sound, however.
From the easy, rocking
melodies of “Rolling Rock”
and “Everyone is Chasing the

Wednesdays

“Thursdays|
‘Fridays | Saturdays! Sundays

- 17th -

Oldies Show

-Bth-

-6th-

Day Party}
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rey seein, women | AT aay
8pmv 9:30 show.

-20th-
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Jackson’

Acoustic |
Junction
&
Black
lrish.
Drink

Specials.

Club Triangle

jee

2-=

Green Beer.

Live. 18& over.

18 & over + $5

Midnight.

18 & Over
very

Saturday

“indore”

26th - 27th - 28th

’? Dixieland Jazz Festival |
Club West Salutes the Senior ;
B

1563 G Street * Northtown Arcata * 826-0851
Photo: NICOLAS BROWN
© Patagonia, Inc. 1992 _ Patagonia is a registered trademark of Patagonia, Inc.
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Weightroom not just for the jocks anymore
By Peter ee

With this flat-top
muscular

physique,

haircut and

im

the school’s

especially for one’s health.

students and athletes.”

ance with a warm smile.
His advice, too is friendly—

how to take care of yourself,”
HSU’s

work senior

ie Bolton and

graduate Lynel

Stokes, were

“named

and weight room coordinator.

Petersen teaches individual
students and athletes the techniques and principles necessary
to allow them to structure a program suited for their individual

needs. He also creates and

to the

“Seventy

of the

percent

come here from across

campus.”

According to the health and
physical education department,
the weightroom is used by1,693
students per semester, includ-

ing 350 athletes. Petersen’s expertise is available to students,

staff and athletes.

“Drew is the lifeline of our
said Pam

athletic ee

Martin, the women’s basketball
coach. “No athletic team can
rate without

stre

conditioning. That’s

and

t

his spe-

cialty. It’s the foundation ofour

athletic training.”

)

Miner,

who averages more than 19

points a game, scored only

six points and hit only three
of eight shots.
“She just didn’t touch the
ball much,” Martin said,” and

at age 28.

“By weight training you can delay the decomposition of the
muscle mass.”

when we did get her the ball
she had four people around
her.”
HSU started off poorly with
five turnovers on its first five
ions and didn’t score
until four minutes into the
first half. A few key three-

gain

put the ‘Jacks back in conten-

“After those ages you lose up
to 2 percent of your muscle mass
involved with some type of re-

rs
by Molly Skonieczny
pointe

_— Petersen said its been docu-

mented

that people

can

tion and they even had a two

muscle mass into their 90s.

point lead at halftime.

“Every activity you do re-

15
Despite committing
half the
turnovers in the first
‘Jacks shot over 50 percent

quires a certain percentage of
maximal energy,” Petersen said.
“The more strength you have,

from the field.

the less energy these activities

“I felt like the first half was
real good,” Martin said. “We

require.”
rsen said strength is the

of every
base

were out of sync and we

metabolic demand,

yed back into the game

whether it be for athletics, hiking,etc. Withincreased strength

he said that speed, power, agility and endurance are also in-

creased.

DAVID KLEINPETERVTHE LUMBERJACK

Drew Petersen helps Wes Smith finish up his lifting routine.
After earning his master’s de-

Background

gree in exercise science at HSU

degree at Chico State in 1989.

_Jeasttenjoboffers, includingtwo

—_Petersenearned hisbachelor’s

Sports clips

Volleyball
next day to defeat Cal
The HSU men’s volleyball club fell
to UC Berkeley Saturday in a five-

game bout 15-12, 15-17, 15-9, 12-15, 9, but bounced back Sunday to defeat

the Bears 15-12, 15-9, 10-15, 15-6.

led the
itter
Matt Bowman
Outside-h
kwith
matches
both
jac
offense
ber
Lum
out-domatch,
's
33 kills in Saturday
ing Berkeley’s Scott Bishop, MVP of
the 1991 National Tournament.
“I’m happy that we were able to
loss on Satcome off a
to win
ence
urday and still have

on Sunday,” Bowman said.

down by the Aggies.

top condition at age 26 while
women reach their physical peak

sistance training,” Petersen said.

people

scorer Dawn
HSU’sleading
Miner was completely shut

Petersen said men attain their

athletic teams.
“It’s a misconception that this
place (the weight room) is only
used by athletes and physical
education students,” Petersen

couldn’t do anything.”

All-American

every two years unless you're

said.

“They overwhelmed us,”

Strength and Conditioning
Team.
Peak Condition

coaches the year-round conditioning programs for HSU’s 11

serski
blamed
Coach Scott Szulczew

|

Martin said. “They were in
the passing lanes and we

= He noted that two HSU ath_letes he coached last year, social

sity, then it’s imperativetolearn
Petersen,

all

said that Davis’ ——

facilities and in monitoring the
individual improvements of our

“If hog want to create awellrounded person in the univerDrew

en's bask

Fehersain said he has “experi-

enced great satisfaction seeing
the improvementsin our weight

said

FU sw

52-70,
team was eliminated,
season: lay
foie

se 4 instills motivation to

resembles a drill sergeant yet hedisarmshis
appear-

strength and conditioning coach

oo

Martin said Petersen takes a
ae
interest” in each ath-—

jn 1991, Petersen bypassed at

vice errors for Saturday’s fifth game loss
but commended the team for coming on
Sunday.
“We didn’t let Sunday’s game slide
through our hands. Our plans were to
and we
jump on them from the
ted with a win,” Szulczewski said.
“Brendhan Quinn and Tony Mertz really
negated the hitting of Berkeley.”
Greg DeRoeck had eight digs and 25
to contribute to Sunday’s win.
“His passing is one of the spearheads
to our offense,” Szulczewski said.
HSU was previously ranked 14th in
the nation but has earned its wy barwe the
rkeley,.
top four standings along with
State.
Sacramento
and
College
Graceland
Szulczewski is confident about the remaining season.

“We're running fairly smooth and plan
togoundefeated for our remaining games.
to meet Berkeley in the national
Ie
s,” Szulczewski said.
“The only difference between our team
is thatsthey go to the library
and their
the weekends.”
on
and study
The Lumberjacks will host Chico State
Friday at 7:30 p.m. and Sonoma Saturday
at 7:30 p.m. in the East Gym.
— by Jen Kinavey

| with

more

intensity than

we've had in a long time.”
The intensity dissipated

at Division I schools, to stay at

quickly in the second halfas

© See Petersen, page 26

© See Playoff, page 27

Humboldt.

NFL's Steve Young to speak
at HSU’s annual auction
Steve Yo
National

this year’s MVP of the
ll
and starting
for the San Francisco 49ers,
will
be this year’s
guest speaker at HSU’s
Celebrity Dinner and
Auction.
The auction, which raised over $75,000
last year, will be held April
29th at the
Eureka Inn. There will be a luncheon
with Young
the following day.
Items aalened off last Soar nchaded a
room addition to a house, a luxury bus

tour for 14 to California’s wine country
and seven nights in Maui for two.
For more information call Jan Petranek

at 826-5100.

— by Greg Magnus

Softball sweeps through
weekend and into first
Rains ceased long enough
to allow the
HSU softball team too
AC playon
the road last weekend, and the Lumberof the sunny weather,
jacks made the most
up four wins in four tries.
On Friday HSU swepta pair from Chico

in a double-header originally scheduled

.

for Feb. 19. The ‘Jacks edged the Wild-

cats, 4-2 in the first game and came
back to post a 10-2 victory in the second game.
Sophomore pitcher Kelly Wolfe
picked up both victories, tossing acomplete game in the opener and earning
a win in relief of the second game.
On Sunday the ‘Jacks ripped
Hayward, 15-0 in the opener and
pulled outa 4-3 win in extra innings in
the second game.

B-ball ends season with
loss and tie for fifth place
Despite 33 points from Rich Murphy,
HSU’s men’s basketball team was unable to finish the 1992-93 campaign on
awinning note by falling 89-83 to Chico
on Saturday.

Murphy moved into third on the alltime single season three-pointers list
with 45 in 1992-93. The Chico game
was the third time Murphy has scored
more than 30 points in a contest this
season.
HSU ended its season with a 12-14
overall record and a5-9 NCAC record.
The ‘Jacks finished in a fifth-place tie .

with the College of Notre Dame.

|
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HSU looks at own department
for gender equity solutions
women’s team room.”

By Ryan Jones

Martin said plans to build a

women’s locker room are cur-

A lawsuit brought
against the
California State University system by the National Organization for Women claiming =
women

‘“Logo Contest”
Short Course Triathlon.

Searching for a new look! $50.00 PRIZE
for best entry. Deadline is March 12th. If
you have and questions call 826-6011 or
come by the intramural office.

Drop-In Recreation Hours:
WEDNESDAY
7-9p.m. East Gym
eDrop-in Volleyballe
7-9p.m. West Gym
eDrop-in Kayakinge
7:30-9:30p.m. HSU Pool
.
FRIDAY
eDrop-in Badmintone
10-12 noon. East Gym
eWeight Roome

10-12 noon, 2-4p.m.
SUNDAY

auinuary

eDrop-in Basketballe

ci

in intercol-

legiate ene intthe CSU system
are being discriminated against
has
—
and administrators analyzing athletic proand looking at the daar
plicated issue of gender equity.
Women’s basketball coach
Pam Martin would like to see a
women’s sport added at HSU,
such as soccer, while acknowledging that cu
amen’s prowould be detrimental to
athletics.
“The bottom line is we need
football and we need men’s basketball to help support our programs, but I’d sure like to have
other opportunities for women.
I'd like to have other sports that
more women could participate
in,” Martin said.
The ten-page suit specifically
outlines a lack of opportunity
for women to participate in
sports and the slow pace of progression toward gender equity
in the CSU system since 1972,
the year Title IX was enacted in
hopes
of ensuring the nation’s
public school systems treated all
students equally.
There are no women’s locker
room facilities currently oncampus and Martin thinks the issue
is an important one.
“There isnotasingle women’s

team that has a locker room. You
gotmen’s football that
has ateam
room, you got men’s basketball
that has a team room. There is no

eDrop-in Basketball

11-2p.m. East Gym
eDrop-in Volleyballe

12-1:45p.m. West Gym
eDrop-in Badmintone
2-4p.m. East Gym

| Upcoming Tournaments:
“Co

Wrestling

tulations to Intramural

Tournament Winners”

120-145lbs. Joe Lusby

146-152lbs. Brad Paz
154-159lbs. Kyle Davison
164-181lbs. Eric Younger
200+lbs. Chris Butterfield
“March Madness”
(5 on 5) Basketball
Tournament-Mar

ch 19& 20

Cost: $60 Student

Team, $100

Community

Team.

Innertube Water Polo Tournament
Mar ch 20 & 21
Cost: $10 Student Team ¢ $15

Community

King

Team.

of Sports

ATIONALL
AS COMEDY
HOUR. &

rently being studied by school
officials but she knows recent

budget cuts could hinder the
progress of the project.
“There isn’t a lot of money

‘women, while 2 percent played
co-ed s
Affirmative Action Officer
Brenda Aden feels increased
opportunity for women to participate in athletics is the main
point of the N.O.W. suit rather
than equal distribution of ath-

“You got men’s football that hasa
team room, you got men’s
basketball that has a team room.
There is no women’s team room”
PAM MARTIN
women’s basketball coach

floating around right now,”
Martin said.
‘
Rather than making progress
toward providing equal opportunity

to

women

athletes,

N.O.W. says CSU’s have “regressed away from gender equity” and “are denying women
athletes and women who aspire
to become athletes equal opportunity.”

N.O.W. cites a report coming
from the office of the chancellor
of the CSU system, Barry Munitz,
as evidence of regression.

The report concluded that in
1978-79, 64 percent of the athletes were men and 36 percent
were women. A 1988-89 report,
the most recently completed,
found that68
percent of the athletes in the
system were
men and 30 percent were

letic funds to men and women.
“If we're having more and
more women in college and the
percentages of women in athletics either stays the same or decreases, that means we should
look at that and look at the opportunities (for increasing participation) that might exist,”
Aden said.
Aden believes HSU athletic
programs work hard to stay in
compliance with Title IX, and
make the extra effort to be fair to
both sexes beyond the compliance of the law.
“I think any program (at HSU)
constantly evaluates itself to
make sure it is working to meet

the needs of the students and I
don’t think Title IX is any exception to any of our programs,”
Aden said.

———

a
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Look mom, no pads

James Canon (above), captain of HSU’s rugby
team, takes charge of the action during HSU's
victory against Santa Clara College Saturday.
HSU won the match, which was played at the
Arcata Sports Complex, 19-14. Mike Jackson
(far right), a fullback,

heads

up field past

teammate Michael Davis (#2). Jackson scored
five points each, during the
worth ,
two tries
game. Mike Carroll (right) catches his breath
during a break in the match. Rugby matches
consist of two 40-minute halves and
substitutions are only allowed due to injuries.
HSU plays UC Santa Cruz this Saturday at the
Arcata Sports Complex. The match will begin
at 1 p.m. with a second-string game
immediately following.

Wr7rp
I Pity the fool who
don't eat healthy!

“KEN & ROBERT is <
PIZZA POCKETS!” <

20% OFF! <

Through

March

10th

A
Above Karshner Lounge
Next to Bookstore!
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Petersen said he stayed at

HSU because the school gave
Netnee pee.
and develop the program
from the
ground up. Before

the
on es
accessori
Northcoast.

ter tackle
& freshwater
» Saltwa

hisarrival Pe
said there
was no structured program
for weight training.
“When I got here, there
were just a bunch of weights
sitting here,” Petersen said.
Petersen worked for a year
as a graduate assistant starting
rogram for
the school. He said his present
job evolved from there.
ear te a .
to do is
ow people
how to lift correctly so they can take something away from their experience for the rest of their
lives,” Petersen said.

© Fly fishing tackle & accessories

Rod blanks i& ier
ing com
ih¢wia
ee-Gnee

Corner of 8th & J St.s
Arcata (behind the Co-op)
Mon.-Fri. 11-6 ¢ Sat. 10-5

3for
83
2-Sourc
82Your
e

The Lumberjeck

LL

Fishing Information

i
RICHARD Benoit D.D.S

Family Dentistry

° All Ages
* Wednesday Evening Available
¢ Preventative and Cosmetic Care
¢ Close to Campus
¢ Nitrous Oxide
1492 H. Street ¢ (707) 822-'7234

WEEKLY
KAYAK ROLL
SESSIONS!
y
Northern Mountain Supply will offer FREE weekl
6:30
kayak roll sessions every Tuesday night from
to 8:30pm at Cal Courts West Pool next to the

conference twinbill at home

¢ Cheek prepares his team on all levels

against HSU. Cheek said Naver
will not overpower HSU hitters

of the game for this weekend's match.
By Ryan Jones

lIplay ts NCAC home opener

wi
its
ome
Friday "Whes the undefeated
face
NCAC)6-0
Lady JJacks(11-0,
fol,
header
double
a
in
SF State
lowed by another twin bill Sunday ag
t Sonoma.
a, ae
by sweepFriday
play
ference
Chico
from
games
of
ing a
Hayward
traveled to
and
the
where it pummelled
Sunday
Pioneers 15-0 in the first game
but had to play 11 innings to
win the second game 4-3.
HSU continued its dominance
in NCAC play Monday by
both games of yet ansna
doubleheader from
other
Stanislaus, 7-3 and 13-1.
Coach Frank Cheek has put
a potent combination
of good pitching, strong hitting
and stingy defense that will be
tough for SF State and Sonoma
to handle.
“We're not one dimensional
or two dimensional,”Cheek
three dimensional.”
said.”We're
Kelly Wolfe, the sophomore
4
workhorse of the Lum
pitching staff, is off toa excellent
saat arene an 8-0 record anda
olfe will pitch a lot
1.45
of innings in the upcoming
games but should share time on
the mound with sophomore
Terra Anderson and freshman
hurler Chrissy Murray, who,
combined with Wolfe, have only

given up an average of 1.34
earned runs a game.
Lumberjack hitters have

ng pitchers early
ht is season. With an

touched
and often

overall team batting average of
.394 the ‘Jacks have shelled its
tion, outscoring them 100Anetra Torres has beena large

but has exceptional accuracy
around the plate.
The Lumberjacks will be keying on speedster Kathleen

Russell when they battle
Sonoma. Russell,a returning sec-

ond teamal
.372 with
hit ing

n shortstop, is
12 RBI and

yet to be caught stealing a base,

“On any given day
someone can beat
you ... we play every

game as if they're
national champions.”
FRANK CHEEK
softball coach

part of HSU’s offense, batting
second in the lineup and hitting
at a 486 clip. Torres feels the
chemistry between the players

is responsible for a large part of
their success.
“Everything we're doing on
the practice field we're doing in
games, and it’s really coming
—. for us,” Torres said.
orres is confident HSU will
come away with victories over

SF State and Sonoma if the team
stays focused.
“We know wecan

just
we ,
win

have to go out their and play
hard,” Torres said.
SF State will likely put senior
standout Audrey Naver on the
mound to pitch both games

nabbing
Cheek

14 in a row.

knows he must keep

his players motivated ifthe ‘Jacks
are to remain unbeaten.
“On any given day someone
can beat you. We don’t allow
our players to become complacent. We play every team as if
they’re national champions.”
Cheek said.
HSU will battle SF State at 1
p.m. Friday at the Arcata Sports

Complex and Sonoma arrives at

the Arcata Sports Complex Suniverain could
day atnoon.
force the games to be played at
McKinleyville High. For the latest information on the location
of the games, contact the sports
information office at 826-3631.

eRe
eee
ee e
ee
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Samoa School, starting March 9th.

If you've ever wanted to practice kayak rolls or are

interested in learning more about kayaking, this
ongoing FREE open pool session is a great

opportunity.

Every Tuesday night, on a drop in basis, you'll be
able to practice rolling your kayak in Cal Courts
West Pool. Northern Mountain Supply will also
provide kayak safety clinics, video clinics and river

conservation information...all FREE.

!

Don't have a kayak? Stop by the store, sign up in
advance, and Northern Mountain Supply will loan
you one FREE of charge! Try one of our new
DAGGER or PRIJON kayaks.

| Murphy's Take "n’ Bake Piz
1

bacon, Columbus salami, Gallo
ALARGE pizza loaded with Canadian
ni,
and onions.
Dole pineapple
peppero

’sthe
uses only
Murphy's Pizza comes to you piping HOT from your own oven. Murphy
and FRESHEST ingredients and plenty of them!

Ss

The Cal Courts West Pool, next to Peninsula
School across from the Samoa Cookhouse, features

PLEASE CALLAHEAD
.

convenient parking and boat drop off. Snacks and
beverages will be available on a pot luck basis.

AND WE'LL HAVE
YOUR ORDER READY!

“Simply the Best”

Take ‘n’ Bake

No Coupon Necessary

We gladly accept USDA Food Stamps. Not valid with any other offers or promotions.
No subattiutions or additions. Offer good through
March 31, 1993

Eureka
600
F. Se.

Arcata, 822-6220

Redwood
108Fortuna,
8. Fortuna
Bird.
725-9391

2015 Central Ave.
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Playoffs

Athlete of the Week

Last week's results

both teams struggled to
HSU turned
the ball over
16 more times in the second half.

Age:20

The one
t spot for
the Lumberjacks was

@ What she did: Pitched 31 innings during a doubieheader sweep of Chico. Won five conference
games in less than four days and is now 8-0 overall.
@ How she did it: “Coach Cheek has me pitch lots in
practice, plus the adreniline and the enthusiasim. |
don't know what keeps me going. Winning, | guess.”
@ Bats: Right
@ Throws: Right

t catioen
rmance. Caan

co nine for 18 from the
field and four for five from

the charity stripe rebounds.
Wiley Lumberjacks finseason play
ath a 8-4 NCAC record
and 12-13 overall. Earlier
in theconference schedule
— was 8-1, but “——.

@ Favorite baliplayer: “When | was younger | liked
Kirk Gibson, but now I’m not that interested in
baseball. | get kinda antsy and don’t want to
watch.

Excellent
Prices
Se eae
Machatogly

Chico, HUE
eco 7
Le
HSU 52, Davis 70
Men's beeketball

On-Site Repale,
Upgrade,

UC Davie 62, HSU 50

Chico 88, Sonoma 73

Stanislaus
92, SF State 63
Notre Dame 65
72,
Hayward

and System Design

Or

Saturday,
Feb, 20

62, Notre Dame 80
Stanislaus
HSU 64, Sonoma61
SF State82, Hayward61
UC Davis 65, Chico 70

826-1579

t three games to

third in the league.
“We had a good year,”
Martin said. “It didn’t end
the way we wanted, but
we showed up to play for
every game except
for .

I|’d rather play.”

@ Professional player mystique: “They’‘re no different
than us. Except they make a whole hell of a lot
more money.”
@ On the pitcher-catcher relationship: “My catcher
makes the calls, and | can shake her of if | want, but
| usually don’t. She does a good job and helps me
to be successful.”
@ Coach Cheek comments: “She had four and a
half hours to really get ready for the game. She

Sonoma State (a 73-72

loss

on Feb. 20). Unfortunately

it cost us a chance of even

sharing the conference
title. But (the team) hung

in there during the pre-

pitches the first game and we win 4-2 in a tough ball

season when we were 4-9.

game. We get in trouble right off the bat, the third
batter, in the second game. | put her in and she

They Fence with a lot of
confidence

— Reported by Greg Magnus

shuts them down.”

Gxceblent

Women’s basketball

‘Continued from page 23

Name: Kelly Wolfe
Major: Business
Year: Sophomore
Sport: Softball
Hometown: Lakewood, Calif,
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by Greg Magnus

TOMO Midnight Sushi
Meet, to Cat & Greet
re
the Clite
“Whe

FRIDR? & SHTORLETS

Open *til (2:00

Whether it’s cool and blue or red hot, jazz sounds

betteron Digital Cable Radio. Its uninterrupted
In flawless digital sound. Along with 17 other
music channels Directly trom their cable into your
sterco system. And it costs less than what youd pay for

FROM MARCH Sth

asingle

CD. Dig it

YOUR CABLE ISN'T JUST FOR TELEVISION ANYMORE.

Free Digital
Cable Radio
Installation
Ou.
443-3127
TN

et ESE

\
A

RESTAURANT
a

12120 4th st., Eureka,

a

a

444- 3318

I

ro

servicable areas only with either Non Video Drop Service

or Expanded Basic Service. Other restrictions may apply.
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Methadone
ureka’s relationship with

heroin is growing significantly.
In 1992

than

heroin seizures more

doubled

in

Humboldt

County.

Heroin seizures and heroin-related arrests continue to increase

County, but littlehas
in Humboldt

been done in Eureka or in the

county to tame the growing heroin

demand.
Methadone is not a cure for
heroin addiction, but a substitute
that allows addicts to function

without painful withdrawals.

federally licensed and strictly
regulated in California, thus decreasing the chances of a methadone program becoming a licensed dope-dealing operation.
Methadone allows addicts to
enter 12-step and residential treatment programs by postponing
withdrawalsand working toward
breaking the cycle.

The only cure for heroin addiction is abstinence, but abstinence

isn’t realistic. Provided metha-

it

done is administered weg

offers an alternative to junkies

other than continued addiction.

Methadone treatment programs

Currently there are two indeinpendent methadone providers
Euin
terested in starting a clinic

can be successful if:
e Clinics administer only daily

step toward decreasing
at
eroin addiction.
and conMethadone is a |

money for heroin.

reka. A methadone program is a

siderably cheaper

alternative to

heroin as well as a legitimate tool

doses, preventing addicts from
selling methadone in order to get
e Mandatory counseling is provided to aid addicts in becoming
drug-free.

e Fair, affordable prices are set
from becomHepatitis C among intravenous- to keep the p
business.
ing a profit-ma
drug users.
The heroin problem in Eureka is
Approximately 40 of the 54
not going to magically disappear.
known AIDS cases in Humboldt
A methadone program isa welCounty are identified as IV drug
come alternative that will work to
users.

in the fight against AIDS and

Methadone

administration is

diminish it.

Letters to the editor

once more on Jan. 6 in her laundry room,
where a neighbor found her.

dence such as photos of bruises, slashes
and credible testimony by the survivor
and her friends.
One in three women will be sexually
assaulted in her lifetime. Most do not
report the crime — why? They are afraid
of the system, of a repeat attack and of
course, of people like Gardner.
Audrey Matrison
Editor's note: Matrison is a
has not
an HSU student who The Lumberjack
identified for safety reasons.

people such as Gardner. In fact, one has

Right on!

Rape was no hoax
In response to Chris Gardner’s blind

and ignorant cry of “extremism,” I feel it
is important once again to state that yes,

a gang rape did occur on campus on Dec.
1
The survivor was urged to report the
crime. When she made contact with UPD,

however, her attackers slashed her face,
threatened her children and raped her
I deeply fear and resent attitudes of

to wonder why a man feels such an undeniable urge to defend rapists. What is he
protecting?

Perhaps he would rather remain blind
and reality of rape with which
to the fear
most women, including your sister,
mother, girlfriend, etc., deal on a pia
basis, and you probably rarely
about.
In doing so, you neglect concrete evi-

Charlie Hill was right on! He is funny
— too bad you don’t get it.
Arcata-

Creationism

Stop smoking
Ihave a problem. Compared to institu-

tional racism, violence against women or

past
r,
for the
in public schools. Howeve
with
myself
ted
acquain
Ihave
few
tion Research Institute’s materi_

because
bike or skateboard on
” And yet, to go
it’s called “
into almost any building on campus I

ble R. Petersen entitled,
by Dennis
availa

as food,
humans eating animal carcasses
it almost seems trivial, but itis a problem
of great concern
to my health.
ve been restricted from riding my

1

must pass through a poisonous cloud of

ve

smo

ng.” It
s of Creation
Mysterieki
the oc
“Unl

S52
BX
&
tts

Wendy Smestad
Blue Lake

Recently, I attended a seminar at your
college featuring creationism with Dr.
;
Lumsden as
I was an evolutionist
In former

Also, there are two excellent volumes

SS

some are now extinct.

JoAnna Davis

believer because it is all I was exposed to

— a =

lutionist explain mere chance bringing
our vast and beautiful universe?
together
evolutionists deny teaching that
Piltdown
humans evolved from a
proven
are
tooth
pig’s
the
and
Man
of
series”
“horse
d
hoaxes. The so-calle
the smallest primitive horses, depicted
on the bottom of the chart with “transient
forms” evolving to the more modern
horse, are also false.
In the real scenario, primitiveand modern horses have been found in the same
strata layers, or the modern horse found
in the layers beneath the primitive horses.
They all lived at the same time but

than
600 words.

Letters to the Editor can be mailed or delivered to The
Lumberjack, Nelson Hail East 6, HSU, Aroata, Call. 96621.
Letters must be received by 6 p.m. Friday, and must be
200 words oy less. Lo@era and guset columns mmet
include the writer's name, city, phone number, end

majer and yaar ln echoo! # from a ehndent. Thay are

subject to editing for grammar, style, content and length.

is obvious that no matter how many bili
tag
aia ia
gd

er.
If humankind can’t create life in a labo-

ratory by design, then how does the evo-

cans each year, causes numerous bronchial infections
in children and givesme
an awful headache.

I can control my bike or board and
don’t mind walking through crowded
areas. But no smoker can control the effects of their smoke.
Please, stop smoking in front of the
rs s Hall, the Library, Gist
to Founder’
doo
Hall, Harry Griffith Hall or any other
publicdoorway. Go ina field or the parking lot.
I don’t want cancer.
Jeff Cox

senior, botany

Radical tactics
Irecently attended a meeting organized
by the Sierra Club at the ieee Community ee aan concerned the Headwaters
Forest,
acres of
private property owned by Pacific ‘alee
I was thoroughly
with the
tation,
as it could have easily been
considered slanderousifit
had been about

an individual.

The organizers
and the slide show host

must have been trained by NBC.
It wasobvious
from the very

that the

had a very sian
Even the shots taken for the slide
were obtained illegally by trespass.

Some of the pictures se i ds

8

staged, a tactic known to be used by
extreme-radical environmentalists, in-

It was
felled trees

blue paint to

in the show that PL had
had been marked
with

ve standing. Inspection

See Letters,
page 29
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Homosexuality
Unhealthy behavior for the individual and society
fruit you will
ize them,”
(Matthew 7:17-20).
; ee

By Chris Arendt
ntheJan. 27 column by Mr.

Sanborne headlined

e

“Judge

rding homosexuality, the
s teachings in =

ac-

tions. “the spiritual ian hones
a
about all things, but
mself is not subject to any
man’s judgement,” (1 Cor. 2:15).
Sanborn said in his column:
e “The gospel reveals Christ’s

not... ye notbe judged,”
there
were misunderstandings reand

those of Jesus specifically.

others and judging

It is my contention that
whether you accept its validi
ornot,an
ondonmend-

as one of tolerance, of

universal understanding.” Nowhere in the Bible is there any
mention of tolerance of sin. Homosexuality is a sin. One needs
only to lo k
up Lev. 18:22, Romans 1:26-27 and Matthew 5:17
to realize that.
e “Homosexuality is not like
substance abuse, it is not a
lifestyle nor a choice of behavior
which can be changed.” Although there has been some evidence demonstrating that homoyinherited,
sexuality
is geneti

of the Bible
is
in
Lands a dodborennd deck
sion about hom
. Purthermore,
an examination of the
scientificevidence
homosexuality finds
the Bible’s assertionsto be true.

Jesus said, “Judge not and ye
shall not be judged.” He also
said, “Likewise
every good tree
bears - fruit, but a bad tree
bears
fruit, thus, by their

Although condoms offer modthere have also been studies done
erate
ion, they are not foolon alcoholics which conclude al_
proof,
and
after
an extensive
educoholism is genetically detercation
campaign
many
homomined to a certain degree.
Many alcoholics donot choose sexuals still don’t even bother
tobe such;
these people are much using them. Some homosexuals
more prone tostart drinking and also have multiple partners,
find it extremely difficult to stop. which only serves to exacerbate
If alcoholism is genetic, then it is the problem, and is itself an example of the moral deterioration
a genetic defect that is harmful
to both the individual and soci- that humans experience when
ety. Can we say the same about
evidence would seem to
homosexuality?
indicate that homosexuality is
Consider sodomy. Therectum
was not designed for sex; it is a an unhealthy practice which no
amount of“
tfulness,comvascular, thin-walled organ and
mitment,
gentleness
and listenis therefore easily lacerated, aling,”
or
other
such
platitudescan
lowing germs an easy passage
into the blood. The presence of alleviate.
The conclusion we must face
feces facilitates infection, one reis
this: to the extent that homosult of which is thehigh percentsexuality,
like alcoholism, is heage of homosexual
victims.
reditary, it is the resultof genetic
Romans 1:27 says homosexuals
deterioration. It is a fact that al“received in themselves the due
most all mutations are deleteripenalty for their perversion.”

ous, which is the law of entropy
at work.
Entropy was one of the consequences of the fall, “For the creation was subjected to frustration, not by its own choice, but

by the will of the one who subjected it, in hope
that the creation itself will be liberated from
its bondage to decay and brought
into the glorious freedom of the
children of God,” (Romans 8:20-

;
21).
Although it is true that the
natural man cannot change his
condition himself,God can. That
applies to everybody.
“Therefore, there is now no
condemnation for those who are
in Christ Jesus, because through
Christ Jesus the law of the spirit
of life set me free from the law of
sin and death,” (Romans 8:2-1).

Arendt is an English junior.

Reviewer misses the joke; insensitive toward natives
have happened and are hapThese thi
ng to Indian
people. To laugh about
S can help hedl the spirit. Laugh with

By Tiffany Altgood
GUEST COLUMNIST

in the way Indian
le are treated in
that are insensitive and
this
land.
At
the
end
of
thé review
she
orant about other cultures.
states
that
Hill’s
act
“wasn’t
offensive
but
Julie Yamorsky’s Feb. 17 review about
it
wasn’t
funny
either.”
It
wasn’t
funny
in
Charlie Hill’s comedy is a perfect exso
whose eyes? I was there and I laughed
ample. She spent the entire review statI was one
hard myeyes watered. But then
_
was,and
ing how offensive Hill's humor
American
Native
ming
“overwhel
the
of
le were “left outofsome
how white
turnout.”
joke.” It’stoobad that
big, inside cultural

she felt left out. Perhaps
torical and

ing Hill’s humor through anyone's eyes

, his-

about Indian peoples’

present, she would

_ but her own. Even the headline “Comic’s

have

attempt at cultural comedy backfires” is
insulting. Hill isn’t a cultural comedian;
he’s just a comedian. If a white comedian
performed at HSU, would he/she be
e
tions on cam
Indian
called a cultural comedian? Hill’s humor
comes from his experiences and those
Engineering Club; American Indian Alexperiences were shared that evenin
liance Club; Pow-Wow Club and the Inwith a mixed group of people. We t
dian Teacher and Educational Personnel
CenterArts for bringing Hill and Native
Club.)
Exactly what kind of humor was Hill _ Reflections to HSU.
:
ed up with that dealt
to come
suppos
Cree/Cherokee Indian
Canadian
is
Allgood
with issues of genocide and Indian stegraduate.
resources
natural
anda
reotypes that wouldn’t bother anyone?
as
laughed too. With opinions as
Yamorsky
review,
the
in
those stated
a responsibility to learn from the yi

Selics titearet Renovsers, Siloace and

costing taxpaynue,
lars of tax revewhile

Letters

ers hundreds of millions, is not the an-

¢Continued from page 28

respect

5

vate

“Jaws (except for on

therr advan-

esof reguin charge
tage) and authoriti
in agreestood
many
lation. Atone point
xt to “take” the forest.

Julie Yamorsky’s

Hills’s (Oneida) performance.

I don’t know what she was looking for
in an American Indian comedian — but if
she wanted to be educated or enlight-

She stated “Hill’s act wasn’t offensive,

ened, there were other
full days and nights

of his jokes could be called off-color, that

CenterArts’ “Native Reflections.”
Still, her review doesn’t surprise me.
I heard a lot of the same
of whin-

but it wasn’t funny either.”
Well, from her remarks it’s obvious
that
she was offended,
and although some
° _—

many American Indians really

We have always compared “cowboys
and Indians” to “Nazis and Jews.”

I guess the truth hurts.
Hill’s stab at “digging
Kennedys” hit home with

-

the

us — after all,

and a
th

e from the logging communi

police officers.

to

choose

as

feltanif was in the midst of a lynch

from

during

ing in discussions following the preview

of “Malcolm X.”
If all these whiners could get past their
own feelings and open their minds to
trying to respect and understand any-

how does she think we feel having our
ancestors dug up and put on display for
the benefit of Lemeonnelae’s aoe rch?”
This problem isn’t one of the past — it
continues to happen today in Humboldt
County.
Every day American Indians as well as
other people of color feel alienated in our
white-dominated society.
I can’t say I feel any remorse about
20

of events

.

|for theaiecommunity
slide soe was
wae toa4 begreat
greeteducated
opporuanty
ty
on the

thing else but “American culture,” we'd
all be better off.
I could go on about all the jokes that
Yamorsky thought weren’t funny, but I
don’t believe she even wants to listen or
understands.
Tripp is a Yurok/Karuk Indian and a sociology sophomore.

jack admit it is a pro-timber, “clear-cut
all the mountains” newspaper!
Doug Thron
Arcata

est

marks were duplicated by the trespassala

was very upset by

rience she could have learned from it.

Feb. 17 review of comedian Charlie

Yamorsky seems incapable of review-

if she knew more

Instead of taking it as a negative expe-

GUEST COLUMNIST —

usand use the laughter to motivate change

am tired of reading articles in The

Yamorsky’s two hours of alienation.

By Paula “Pimm” Tripp

current situation involving PL and the
Headwaters Forest.

HSU will lose support

the environmentalists and the timber

tity

There was an open discussion
between

workers before and after the show.
The Headwaters slide show was covered by local TV newsand made the front
pase of the Times Standard newspaper.
Yet, The Lumberjack
felt it wasn’t worthy

of informing the students about — and

When I called and spoke to the editor,

Changing
HSU
tw

the mascot can be a risk to
: HSU will lose its iden-

and alumni

sup ort.

graduation I have given HSU
anonymous gifts. Should the mascot

be changed I will cease to support the

college totally.

In answer to whether the present

as an

mascot should be changed,
alumni
my vote is no.

Otto A. Holgersen

Tucson, Arizona
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OPPORTUNITIES
PRIVATE

GUITAR

LESSONS!

Learn the basics, or add to your

bag of tricks... $10/lesson... up to
two hours/lesson... flexible
schedulings... call 826-7407 for
appointment with Deron Gant.a10

SUMMER MGMT. INTERNSHIPS
Most positions filled by Feb. Gain
val. exp. managing 6-8 employees, customers and suppliers. Avg.
earnings $6-16,000+. Call “Uni-

versity Painting Pros”

for info/

appl. 1-800-525-5877.
FOR ALL YOUR TYPING &
TRANSCRIBING NEEDS call
443-6128 and ask for Mearl.
s/12

COMPUTER SET-UP/HELP for
IBM & compatibles. |can help you
upgrade, trouble-shoot or just tutor
(most popular programs). If! can’t
help, you don’t pay! Chad 8395397.

43

QUALITY TYPING,
REASONABLE RATES.
Terry McBride
Typing: 442-6511. Pick-up and
delivery available.
8/12
CONGA
DRUM
CLASSES!
Beginning March 9, $10/class, 4
Tuesdays.
Taught by Andrew
Christian, creator of “Final Chants”
Wooden Hand Drums. 2970 Mack
Road, Arcata. 822-8480. Bring
your own drum!

THRILLS
HAVE YOU JUMPED? Freefall
Bungee guides trips by appointment. Gravity, smiles and reasonable rates guaranteed! For more
info or to book a jump, call 8262001.

INTERNATIONAL

$4,000+ per month. Many provide
room & board + other benefits! No
previous training or teaching certificate required. For International
Employment program, call the International Employment Group:
(206)632-1146 Ext. J6047.

444-2894.

POSITIONS:

Roughing It Day Camp in SF East
Bay Areais hiring for summer 1993.
(510)283-3878. Send résumé to
P.O. Box 1266, Orinda, CA 94563.

AUTOMOTIVE
1974 PLYMOUTH VALIANT, runs
good, looks good. PS/PB, Air conditioning. New tires, $800 OBO.
826-7397.

ROOM FOR RENT in artistic family household with female teacher;
2 intelligent kids; bus stop at door/
walk to campus;

bath; laundry.

share kitchen,

$250/mo includes

utilities & help with your homework. No pets, smokers; women
THE FAIRVIEW REGENCY will
have a few two-bedroom suites
available June 1 for one-year
leases. Downtown Arcata next to
Angelo’s Pizza, 545 H Street.
Close to everything.
One of
Arcata’s nicest. Furnished or unfurnished starting at $478 monthly.
$200 deposit. Serving HSU for
twenty years. Call now before the

April rush. 822-2146.

Advertise

SALE

GARAGE SALE SAT. 3/6/93, 8-4
p.m., 1812 Haeger, Arcata.

431

AND SUNDAY 1261
16th St.
Arcata,
across
street
from
high
|
school. Quality stuff!
LASER PRINTER FOR SALE:
GCC PLPIl Laser Printer for

Macintosh. One year old with origiFast andclean.

Includes

3 extra toner cartridges.

nalbox.

$1,000.

Mavic

rims,

$675.

$300.

XT

rear

IN JUST ONE WEEK!

REWARD: WOMAN'S WOOL
COAT with hood, last seen at Toby
& Jack’s 2/20/93. Very nice, light
cream color, long wooden latch
buttons, very distinct looking.
If
found, please call 822-7976.

PLUS $1000
FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation.
No cost.
And
a FREE
IGLOO COOLER
if you qualify. Call
1-800-932-0528,
Ext. 65

ter.

derailleur,

839-4850.

FOR SALE.

$10

5339.
GOOD

GOOD

FRIENDS:

Let’s name bands. | buy/sell/trade
band names. Contact Jeremey at

HOME

FOR

SALE.

Great student housing, close to
campus. Two bedroom, one bath,

storage shed, big kitchen,
OBO.

Every Tuesday at 7 p.m.
Cable 31
Next Tuesday's focus (3/9):

Riders in
“the Sand? ©

ATVs / Dunes and Beaches plan
Live Call-in phone; 822-7924

Tuesday Evening Report

826-2460.

MOBILE

Tuesday Evening
Report
on Educational Access

for a 10 gallon and $40 for a 30
gallon with a stand.
Call 822-

MY

LOST & FOUND

Special student rate just

$2 for 25 words, 5¢/word thereaf-

826-2313.

AQUARIUMS

$1000

cation.

Diacompe 986 brakes, xint oan

AMERICAN HYDROPONICS
GROW TABLE. 3x3’, brand new
pump. Costs $450 new, your price,

RAISE
A COOL

PLACE ADS AT THE UNIVERSITY TICKET OFFICE by Friday,
4 p.m., before Wednesday publi-

MT. BIKE, ‘92 GARY FISHER
SUPER CALIBER, Bullseye hubs,

STUDIO APARTMENT , $300/
MO. Live alone, really close to
campus; quiet person, please. Call
822-0436 or 826-9558 A.S.A.P.

& CLUBS

Classified
Ads!

Call 826-2923.

ELECTRIC GUITAR!
Yamaha
SE70he, Electric Bass: Aria Pro ll,
Acoustic Guitar; Sigma, 35mm
camera;
Minolta
X-700,
Boogieboard; Mach 7. + extras.
Call Kain: 826-1084.

GREEKS

in
The Lumberjack

. YARD SALE! THIS SATURDAY

EUREKA 2 BEDROOM 1 BATH,
garbage disposal, dishwasher,
garage, coin-op washer/dryer,
$485/mo.
First, last, security.
Water, sewer, garbage paid. 7153204.

‘83 MAZDA 626, excellent condition.
New brakes, tires, clutch,
transmission. Must sell. $1,699
OBO. 826-2984.

5/12

SEAHORSES! ENJOY HORSEBACK RIDING on gorgeous Clam
Beach-mountain horsepacking
adventures—groups or individual—
excellent rates—great horses-gift
certificates—any riding ability OK.

EMPLOY-

MENT- Make money teaching ba-

CAMP

FOR

RENT

only. 826-0287

sic conversational English abroad.
Japan and Taiwan. Make $2,000-

SUMMER

FOR

$12,000

839-4451.

is a news and
discussion program
with live viewer call-in.

Produced by HSU
journalism students.

Office Phone: 826-5567

ANTOMOTIVE

Ar 12,000 Feet, A
Valve

cover
ee

Saeee

Loaner Bicycles Available!

Sey the Far Side!
By

GARY LA

iy}
Ms

>>

‘ae
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Oe

ComFORTABLE Pack Is
NotA LUXURY...

NECAESSITY.
It's
DANA DESIGN Lewy

S
gall

are

most
comfaate Preeininternthe bulkalworframeandld,
Stop by

and be fitted with the finest.

of DANA

>

=ete

vit
ce
rn
913 J St. e 822-3770 hi

>=

SES

>

“Drive, George, drive! This one's got a coathanger!”

You’re reading this—so will your customers!
Advertise in the Lumberjack! Call 826-3259.

iil

| CALENDAR
Wednesday3_
Music
e Doug Vanderpool hosts
the Blues Jam, 9:30 p.m.at
Jambalaya, 822-4766 for
information.

€t Cetera

e The Eureka High School Safe

and Sober organization fund
raiser at Angelo's
Pizza in

5-10 p.m. Proceeds
Eureka.,
go to EHS Safe and Sober.
e Returned
Peace Corps
volunteers
talk about water
supply and health education
in the Solomon Islands, 6
p.m. in NHW 232, 826-3342 ~
for information.

Thursday 4
Theater

wa

All week: Clothesline Project open 10-4.
Information table on the Quad.
5-6:30 p.m.: “Warning: The Media
May Be Hazardous to

5-6:30 p.m.: Women’s discussion group, NHE 115.

e Jaime Byrd hosts Acoustic Talent Night, 9:30 p.m.
at Jambalaya, 822-4766 for
information.
¢ Club Triangle at Club West,

Wednesday10

information.

12-1 p.m.: Men speak out against rape, University Center
Quad.
5-6:30 p.m.: Men's discussion group, NHE 113.
ad

11 a.m.-12 p.m.: “Long-term Recovery” with Adrienne
Wolf-Lockett, NHE 119.
12-1 p.m.: Open mike, University Center Quad.
5-6 p.m.: Bring a shirt to paint for the Clothesline

Project, NHE 106.

11 a.m.-12 p.m.: “Recognizing Abuse,” NHE 119.

Friday (2

at Jambalaya, 822-4766 for

information.

et Cetera
e Project Esperanza holds a
benefit night at Michelanjelo's Pizza, 6-8 p.m., for
funds to allow students to

build houses in Tijuana,
826-9400 for information.

Friday 5
Theater
e The Robert Davidson

Dance Company performs
on the flying trapeze, 8 p.m.
in the Van Duzer Theatre,
826-3928 for information.
e Barking Dogma, 9:30

p.m. at Jambalaya, 8224766 for information.
¢ DJs MOO and FX, 9 p.m.

9 p.m.-2 a.m., 444-2582 for
e The Austin Lounge
Lizards perform 8 p.m. at
the Country Club, 4424236 for information.

Sports

Thursday ti

Center Theatre present

Art Center Theatre; Friday and
Saturday matinees at 2 p.m.,
822-0828 for information.
¢ Mister Reality, 9:30 p.m.

Endangered Species Act, 6-9

Tugsday 9

5-7 p.m.: “Dreamworlds: Desire/Sex/Power in Rock
Video,” NHE 106.

Humpbacked Horse through
March 6, 8 p.m. at the Pacific

e Aworkshop on lobbying
congressional representatives
for the reauthorization of the

Your Health,” NHE 113.
7-10 p.m.: Self defense for women with Nina Sanfilippo,
the Green and Gold Room in Founders Hall 163.

e The HSU theatre arts
department and the Pacific Art
Foolish Ivan and His Little

et Cetera

Monday8

Turner, NHE 119.

e Women’s softball vs.

Sonoma State, 1 p.m., 826-

Sports
e Women's softball vs. San
Francisco State, 1 p.m.,
826-3631 for information.

et Cetera
e Holding Up Half the Sky:
The 15th Annual Women’s
Art Show, reception 7-9

p.m. at The Art Center, 211

G St., Eureka, 443-7107 for
information.

music, etc.),10 a.m.-6 p.m.

in the Art Quad, sponsored
by the Women’s Center.
e Returned Peace Corps

volunteers discuss water
and sanitation engineering in Kenya, 5 p.m. in
Buck House 97, 826-3342
for information.

Tugsday9
e Easy Talkin’ & Games,

5-7 p.m.: Self-defense workshop with Brian Silver, NHE 106.

the North Coast Inn, 8224861 for information.

p.m. in Founders Hall 166,
sponsored by SEAC, 826-1058
for information.
e International Women's
Day celebration (food,

Music

3631 for information.

9:30 p.m. at Jambalaya,
822-4766 for information.

12-1 p.m.: Open mike: “Anger and Healing,” University
Center Quad.

at Club West, 444-2582 for
information.
e The Roadmasters, 9 p.m.
at the Country Club, 432
Fifth St., Eureka., 442-3317
for information.
e Recent Future, 9 p.m. at

8

The Maes, 9:30 p.m. at
Jambalaya, 822-4766 for
information.

Week:

11 a.m.-12 p.m:: “Social Foundations
of Rape” with Byron

ine

Dance Company performs
on the flying trapeze, 8 p.m.
in the Van Duzer Theatre,
826-3928 for information.

822-8307 for information.

Monday 8
Music
e Jazz with Teddy Taylor &

e Karaoke Night, combining the latest in CD sound
with laser-video technology,
8:30-11:30 p.m. at the
Chelsea Lounge in the Hotel
Arcata, 826-0217 for
information.

Music
e Rod Deal & The I-Deals,
9:30 p.m. at Jambalaya,

Bring in your Paul Mitchell bottles
Save $1 on each bott le

822-4766 for information.

¢ DJs MOO and FX, 9 p.m.
at Club West; After Hours
2-5 a.m., 444-2582 for
information.

¢ Dave Trabue, 9 p.m. at
the Country Club, 4423317 for information.

¢ The Bandits, 9 p.m. at
the North Coast Inn, 8224861 for information.

e Riff Laugh, 9 p.m. at the
American Deli, 82 Sunny
Brae Centre, Arcata, 822-

2262 for information.

‘ Sports

e Women’s softball vs.

Stanford University, 1 p.m.,
826-3631 for information.

Spring

Series

4 Tuesdays in March
(9th, 16th, 23rd and 30th)
Beginning level: 5:30 - 7 p.m.

¢ Intermediate level: 7 - 8:30 p.m.

Please be prompt!

tN

Who: Taught by Andrew
Christian creator of “Final
Chants” wooden hand drums
Where: 2970) Mack Rd., Arcata

Why: To learn about Conga
drumming in a fun and
cooperative way!

Cost: $10 per class
Requirements: A drum! (any
size, wood drums only please!)

ST

Recommended: Small tape
recorder, notebook and pen

For more information call

Andrew 822-8480

Wednesday, March3, 1993
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DEAL

ANY Size
1-Topping Pizza

Try our Vegetarian Pizza

with white sauce.
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;
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NY Fra treatin (aloe
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6th & H ¢ Arcata

822-7602
In house only. EXPIRES 3/31/93

SaladSa
Bar, Soda & Soup

Experience Arcata’s Best!

s

Michelantelo

Includes Pizza, “Hot Wings”,

.

& H = Arcata
6th822-760
2

Get repeat for

‘ce!
1/2 price!

Miche!

a

VMECACTAN

>

CLO

6th & H ¢ Arcata

$22-7602
‘ecenmemeniin..

Expires 3/31/93

COFFEEHOUSE
e
e
e
e

CAPPUCINO
PASTRIES
FIREPLACE
JUICE BAR
Te

WNp

pus?

OPEN EVERY DAY
INCLUDING HOLIDAYS

merTITTii

Vat

| Lie
eel)

co

SUNDAY - THURSDAY: NOON TO 11PM
FRIDAY & SATURDAY:
NOON TO 1 AM
— Gift Certificates Available —

CORNER 5TH & J STREETS, ARCATA © CALL 822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS

